Disclaimer: Whilst the utmost care has been taken in compiling this catalogue, no claim can be made about any errors or omissions, for whatever reason. The prices and descriptions in this catalogue are not binding. We reserve the right to modify the prices, sizes, colours and materials. All prices are exclusive of VAT. Printing positions shown in this catalogue are indicative. All articles are delivered without food and/or drinks. All electronic items include batteries. Our products are not leak proof or dishwasher safe, unless specifically mentioned otherwise.
The right brand for your brand.

We have multiple new brands in our assortment, handpicked to boost your brand! Because yours is the most important, to you and to us. These popular and recognizable names help you achieve your goals. Your customers and business relations will know that you gave them a quality gift when you give them Parker, Waterman, Rötring, Cross, Stilolinea, Scheaffer, Charles Dickens, Stabila, or Impression.
Everybody knows the famous author Charles Dickens. The brand Charles Dickens is a true writer’s brand, with a selection of classic pens that inspire to write. We also have notebooks, a conference folder, bag, and umbrella, that bring the classic style into the future.
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Rötring is a German brand and just like German cars, Rötring stands for technical superiority and reliability. The brand grew on their mechanical pencils, must-haves for engineers and architects. Give a Rötring mechanical pencil or pen to your business relations.
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Scheaffer is a Midwestern American brand and what they do well is simplicity with a little bit of flair. This results in a timeless style, from 1913 to 2022. We have the ultimate Scheaffer ballpoint pen in our collection. The only question is: are you going for silver or gold?
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The Stilolinea pens are 100% made in Italy. The Italian design is stylish and original and offers a variety of colours to match your brand. Every single pen undergoes a writing test so Stilolinea can guarantee the quality and writing comfort.
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Brands that impress.

When precision matters, you need stabila. Stabila is a German brand of tools, world-renowned for accuracy and durability. We have added the foldable rulers of Stabila to our assortment. Every handyman will agree: no toolkit is complete without them.
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Parker is a famous pen brand with a history of innovation, dating back to 1888. The entire line of pens is synonymous with luxury, supplied in a gift box. The Parker Jotter is the quintessential pen that everybody knows and loves.
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Waterman was founded in New York in 1884, but the success of the brand in Europe meant a move to Paris. Waterman is known for its prize winning inventions, perfecting the Waterman pen. When you give a Waterman, you give a quality gift.
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GIFTS TO REMEMBER
Gifts to remember
The Impression assortment is carefully selected based on many years of experience. The products keep up with the latest trends, are socially responsible, and are chosen with the wishes of the end-user in mind. The Impression assortment consists exclusively of products that make a positive impact and result in long-lasting brand awareness.

Endless possibilities
With over a thousand products, available in multiple colours, you will always find the product that achieves your goals. Whether you are looking for an eco-friendly item for your coworkers, a premium item for your business relations, or an inexpensive but effective giveaway for potential customers. We have the item that makes the right impression.

Safe & certified
Safety is important to us, to you, and to the recipients of the gifts. That’s why Impression guarantees that the assortment is safe. All products have passed thorough testing and are 100% certified according to EU rules and regulations. Every Impression item has an official certificate with approved test results. Safe and certified gifts are the best way to make a good and socially responsible impression.

Delivered and printed in Europe
The Impression assortment is printed and delivered directly from stock in Europe. This way the deliveries are fast and reliable. With over 15 printing techniques, decades of expertise, and the newest machines, your logo will not only look great, but will also last a long time. This way you will make a long-lasting impact. The recipient will remember you.
What are your options?

Printing techniques

Your logo elevates a giveaway from a sales tool that makes a great first impression, to a sales tool that makes a great lasting impression. We offer printing techniques suitable for different product types and materials, this creates high quality imprints with the right effect.
Single Pass

Lower prices, better results

Meet our new ‘Single Pass’ digital printer. This automatic digital printer makes you profit from lower printing prices and better results! Already 29 of our bestselling articles can be printed via this machine.

Lower prices: Up to 140% lower prices in comparison with the normal ‘digital’ print techniques. You get a full colour print for the price of 1 colour pad printing.

Suitable for ‘Name it’: Personalize the items with different names

Better results: Impressive print quality because white is always printed underneath, PMS colors will also be more color authentic.
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Embroidery

Make an indelible impression.

Your text and logo will be embroidered on the article. This technique is mainly used for textiles, like hats, caps, scarves, and bags. It adds a luxurious look and feel that will never fade.

Colourful: you can embroider a selected number of articles with up to 12 PMS colours. The amount of colours does not affect the price!

Large logo: we can embroider an area as large as 300 cm².

Suitable for ‘Name it’: personalize the items with different names.

Pad printing (one colour)  The normal digital printer

€0,10  €0,24

The automatic digital printer

Prices shown are for explanation purposes only
Other printing techniques

1 TAMPON PRINTING
Multiple layers of colour possible | Suitable for rounded surfaces | Best price option | The most used technique for pens | Sharp logo | PMS colour accurate

2 SILKSCREEN PRINTING
Suitable for woven and flexible materials | Large printing area | Large fields of colour possible | Wear resistant

3 ROUND SILKSCREEN PRINTING
Suitable for rounded items | Large logo’s on bottles

4 METAL LASER ENGRAVING
Suitable for metals like stainless steel and aluminium | Permanent | 3D impression | Certain products have coloured sublayers that show once engraved

5 ANTI-STRESS LASER ENGRAVING
Suitable for anti-stress PU foam figures | Permanent | 3D impression

6 WOOD LASER ENGRAVING
Suitable for light woods (like pine), bamboo and cork | Permanent | 3D impression | Eco look | Every piece of wood is unique so every engraving will be as well

7 MEGA LASER
Extra large printing area (max. 50 x 100 mm) | Permanent | 3D impression

8 DEBOSSING
Suitable for items with a soft top layer, like 3076 (p. 199) and 2889 (p. 198) | 3D impression | Permanent | Also available with gold and silver foil

9 TRANSFER PRINTING
Suitable for woven and flexible materials | Multi-coloured designs

10 DIGITAL TRANSFER
Full colour digital print | Photo quality print | Suitable for flexible materials | High quality

11 MUGS
Suitable for ceramic and porcelain products | Around printing possible

12 PAPER AND STICKER
Full colour digital print | No extra costs for additional colours | No set-up costs | Photo quality print

13 MEGA SUBLIMATION
Suitable for item 7462, 9187, 9232 and 9295 | Around printing possible | Dishwasher safe | Photo quality print | Extra large printing area (max. 180 x 170 mm)

14 DIGITAL PRINTING
Suitable for flat surfaces | Full colour digital print | No extra costs for additional colours | No set-up costs | Photo quality print

15 NAME IT
We print individual names on each giveaway.
Bigger print. Bigger impact.

MEGA Laser

A supersized printing technique to boost a brand’s visibility to the max. This XL technique has all the advantages of regular laser engraving, with the extra advantage of a large print area for your company logo or message.

- Mega print area (max. 50 x 100 mm)
- Highly detailed designs
- Suitable for uneven surfaces and cone-shaped items
- Permanent print
- Suitable for metal, glass, bamboo and tritan
**Make it unforgettable. Make it personal!**

**Name It**

We offer personalization beyond your company name. These select items from our assortment are suitable for a personal touch. We print individual names on each giveaway. Personalized items are kept longer, used more, and are hygienic too. Contact us about how you can maximize your impact with Name It!
1.1 Eco Basic

Do you know how “green” a product really is? You do when you buy from our Green Impression collection. In the Eco Basic category you will find a surprising variety of green gifts, like pens, bottles, bags, and even electronics.
8898 Bamboo 2-in-1 ballpen
Bamboo ballpen with rubber tip for capacitive screens and plastic tip and clip. The clip doubles as a smart phone stand. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 14,5 cm

8794 Bamboo ballpen
Bamboo ballpen with metal clip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 14,1 cm

8524 Bamboo ballpen
Bamboo ballpen with metal tip, top, clip and band. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 14,2 cm

3993 Bamboo ballpen
Bamboo ballpen with plastic parts. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 14,1 cm
2019 **Cardboard ballpen**
Cardboard ballpen with wooden clip and plastic parts. Blue ink.
Size: \( \Theta \; 0.9 \times 13.9 \; \text{cm} \)
3788 **Bamboo ballpen**
Bamboo ballpen with metal parts. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,8 cm

3804 **Bamboo ballpen**
Bamboo ballpen with metal clip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 14 cm

6612 **Bamboo ballpen**
Bamboo ballpen with a metal clip and ABS parts.
Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,7 cm
7540 **Bamboo ballpen**
Bamboo ballpen with rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,8 cm

---

5714 **Wooden ballpen**
Wooden ballpen with metal clip and plastic parts. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,3 cm

---

8986 **Cork ballpen**
Cork ballpen with plastic tip, clip and top. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 14,3 cm
7974 **Bamboo writing set**

Bamboo and metal writing set consisting of a ballpoint pen with rubber tip for capacitive screens and a mechanical pencil. Packaged in a cardboard case. Blue ink.

Size: 17 × 4 × 2,2 cm

Think in green solutions.
5786 **Beech wood ballpen**  
Beech wood and metal ballpen. Packaged in a bamboo pen case. Blue ink.  
Size: Ø 1 × 14,2 cm

5741 **Wooden writing set**  
Maplewood writing set consisting of a ballpen with blue ink and mechanical pencil. Packaged in a beechwood pen case.  
Size: 17,5 × 4,5 × 2,5 cm

8646 **Cork writing set**  
Cork and chromed metal writing set consisting of a ballpoint pen and rollerball pen. Blue ink. Packaged in a cork pen case with velvet lining.  
Size: 18 × 5,6 × 3,1 cm
2498 Wooden ballpen
Wooden ballpen with animal figure. Sold per 24 pieces, assorted. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 14,6 cm

2541 Wooden pencil
Wooden, unsharpened pencil with eraser.
Size: Ø 0,7 × 18,9 cm

2127 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) pencil case
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) pencil case with wooden ruler, cardboard ballpen, pencil, pencil sharpener, eraser, and notepad.
Size: 23,6 × 0,6 × 10,8 cm
1207 Wooden pencil
Wooden, unsharpened pencil with animal character. Sold per 50 pieces, assorted.
Size: Ø 0,7 × 20,3 cm
4908 **Cardboard colouring book**
A4 size, adult’s colouring book with 32 designs on 16 pages.
Size: 29,8 × 21 × 0,3 cm

480798 **Cardboard colouring set**
Cardboard colouring set with 12 coloured pencils and 12 colouring designs, as well as blank pages.
Size: 9,5 × 10,8 × 1,5 cm

483506 **Cardboard colouring set**
Cardboard colouring set with six coloured pencils, pencil sharpener, eraser, and notebook with blank pages.
Size: 14,3 × 10,5 × 1,4 cm
2786 Wooden tube with pencils
Wooden pencil shaped holder with six coloured pencils.
Size: Ø 3 × 13,6 cm

2785 Cardboard tube with pencils
Cardboard tube with six coloured pencils, six crayons, and pencil sharpener.
Size: Ø 4,5 × 10,2 cm
2792 **Cardboard tube with crayons**
Recyclable cardboard tube with 30 crayons.
Size: Ø 5,5 × 10,2 cm

2790 **Cardboard box with crayons**
Set of 12 crayons in a recyclable box.
Size: 10 × 8,5 × 0,5 cm

2788 **Cardboard box with crayons**
Set of six crayons in a recyclable box.
Size: 9 × 5 × 0,9 cm
Add colour to the neighbourhood.

8629 Cardboard box with chalk
Set of four sidewalk chalk pieces.
Size: 10,8 × 9,6 × 2,5 cm

2797 Cardboard box with chalk
Set of six sidewalk chalk pieces.
Size: 14,1 × 10,8 × 2,5 cm
Bamboospeaker
Bamboo and ABS speaker with wireless technology and colour changing lights. The 3W speaker has a rechargeable 300 mAh li-ion battery. Battery life: approx. 3 hours. Cable included. Packaged in white gift box.
Size: Ø 7,2 × 4,4 cm
9007 Wooden speaker
Wooden speaker with wireless technology and double speakers of 5W each. Battery life up to 3-4 hours. Including USB-Micro USB cable.
Size: 14,5 × 7 × 7 cm

9092 Wooden speaker
Wooden speaker with wireless technology and 3W speaker. Battery life up to 3 hours. Including USB - Micro USB cable.
Size: 7,9 × 6,1 × 7,6 cm

9319 Bamboo and ABS wireless speaker and charger
Bamboo and ABS wireless speaker and wireless mobile phone charger. Input 5V 1.5A. Wireless output 5V 0.8A. 3 Watt speaker. 400 mAh battery. Anti slip bottom and top. Including micro USB - USB charging cable.
Size: 6,4 × 6,2 × 6,2 cm
9148 **Bamboo power bank**
Bamboo power bank with a capacity of 6,000 mAh, with wireless technology. Input DC 5V/2A. Output DC 5V / 2A. Wireless charging 5V/1A. Li-polymer battery. Including LED indicators and charging cable (USB - micro USB).
Size: 14,5 × 7,4 × 1,5 cm

9147 **Bamboo power bank**
Bamboo power bank with a capacity of 4,000 mAh, li-polymer battery, input DC5V/1A, output DC5V/1A, 3.7 V, and 2 USB ports. Including LED indicators and cable (USB – USB-C).
Size: 11,6 × 7 × 1,4 cm

431953 **Bamboo solar power bank**
Bamboo solar power bank with a capacity of 8,000 mAh, two USB ports and one micro USB port and four LED indicators. Input: DC 5V/2A, output: DC 5V/2A. Including cable.
Size: 14,2 × 7,2 × 1,8 cm
674852 **ABS and bamboo speaker**
ABS and bamboo wireless speaker with multicolored lighting. The 3W speaker has a rechargeable 300 mAh battery. Battery life up to 3 hours. Including cable.
Size: Ø 6,2 × 10,8 cm
710986 Bamboo charging cable
Bamboo three-in-one charging cable with standard USB, micro USB, USB C, and lightning plug. Size: 16 × 4,5 × 0,8 cm

709648 Bamboo wireless speaker
Bamboo wireless speaker with volume control wheel and buttons for rewind and fast forward. Wireless mode and MP3 mode. Battery: 300mAh. Battery life: 2,5 hours. Including charging cable. Size: 5,9 × 5,9 × 5 cm
710951 **Bamboo weather station**
Bamboo and ABS weather station, with foldable stand.
Functions: clock, year, temperature, humidity. Batteries included.
Size: 13 × 13 × 2,3 cm

710322 **Bamboo weather station**
Bamboo, ABS, and glass weather station with foldable stand that locks into several different positions. Functions: time, calendar, week overview, alarm and snooze, temperature, humidity and weather information. Batteries included.
Size: 13 × 13 × 3 × 2 cm
8727 Bamboo charger
Bamboo charger with wireless technology. Input: V=2A. Output: 5V-1A. With LED indicators and micro USB port. Including cable. Size: Ø 9,2 × 0,9 cm

431964 Bamboo wireless charger and clock
Bamboo wireless charger of 5W, with integrated LED clock display with white light. The charger has a micro USB port. Buttons on the bottom for setting the time. Including cable and batteries. Size: 17 × 8 × 4,1 cm

432509 Bamboo wireless charger
Bamboo wireless charger with double chargers. Input: DC5V-3A, output: 2x DC 5V/1A. Including cable. Size: 19 × 7 × 1,2 cm

675081 Bamboo wireless charger
Bamboo and TPE wireless charger. Input 9V=1,5A. Wireless output 10 Watt. Including cable. Individually packaged in a kraft paper box. Size: Ø 6,3 × 0,8 cm
**Cardboard USB drive 2.0**
Cardboard USB drive 2.0 with protective cap. Storage capacity: 16 GB. Including a brown box made from recycled paper, delivered separately.
Size: 1,9 × 6,5 cm

**Cardboard USB drive 2.0**
Cardboard USB drive 2.0 with protective cap. Storage capacity: 16 GB. Including a brown box made from recycled paper, delivered separately.
Size: 6 × 2,8 × 0,7 cm
7220 **Steel and wood pocket knife**
Steel and pakkawood pocket knife. Material of exceptional quality and long lasting beauty. 
Size: 21,8 × 2,5 × 1,5 cm

674829 **Bamboo pocket knife**
Bamboo pocket knife with key ring, 9 pieces. 
Size: 9 × 2,5 × 1,8 cm

674842 **Bamboo multi-tool**
Bamboo multi-tool, 12 pieces. 
Size: 6,9 × 3,29 × 2 cm
4297 Cork portfolio
Cork conference folder, with a notepad with 20 lines pages, a rubber band over the cover, PU interior, small mesh pocket for business cards, a larger pocket, and elasticated pen loop (excluding pen). Size: 30,8 × 24 × 1,8 cm

0965 Cork portfolio
Cork conference folder, with a notepad with 25 lined pages, a rubber band over the cover, PU interior, a small mesh pocket for business cards, a larger pocket, a 20 sheet notepad and an elasticated pen loop (excluding pen). Size: 20,3 × 15,7 × 1,7 cm
710931  **Bamboo calculator**  
Bamboo and ABS calculator, displays up to 8 digits. With ball maze game on the back. Calculator has a solar panel and a cell battery.  
Size: 12,5 × 6,1 × 1,5 cm

710402  **Bamboo penholder with clock**  
Bamboo and plastic penholder with multifunctional clock. Functions: time, indoor thermometer, calendar (day, date, month), alarm and snooze, timer, and birthday reminder. Batteries included.  
Size: 10 × 5,5 × 12 cm
709148 **Tritan bottle (800 ml)**
Tritan bottle (800 ml) with stainless steel bottom and cap with stainless steel and bamboo, including a rotatable handle. Individually packaged in a brown cardboard box. Size: Ø 7 × 26.5 cm

709800 **Stainless steel bottle (700 ml)**
Stainless steel drinking bottle (700 ml) with bamboo band. Individually packaged in a kraft paper box. Size: 26 × 7 × 7 cm
**9135** Bamboo and glass double walled bottle
Bamboo and glass thermos bottle (420 ml), double walled. Including stainless steel tea infuser.
Size: Ø 7 × 23,5 cm

**429221** Bamboo thermos bottle (400 ml)
Bamboo thermos bottle (400 ml), double walled, with stainless steel cap and accents. Packaged in gift box.
Size: Ø 6,6 × 25 cm

**8958** Bamboo and stainless steel double walled bottle
Bamboo and stainless steel thermos bottle (420 ml), double walled. Including stainless steel tea infuser.
Size: Ø 7 × 20,8 cm
8947 Bamboo and stainless steel travel cup
Bamboo and stainless steel thermos travel cup (400 ml), double walled. The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve.
Size: Ø 8,2 × 17,2 cm

662808 Glass drinking bottle (600 ml)
Glass drinking bottle (600 ml) with bamboo screw cap and silicone band.
Size: Ø 6 × 22,5 cm

668103 RPET drinking bottle
RPET drinking bottle (400 ml), with screw cap, with key ring and carabiner.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 17,7 cm
8855 Bamboo wine gift set
Wine gift set in bamboo box. The items are stainless steel with bamboo accents. Including: a wine bottle ring, pouring spout, stopper, and corkscrew. Size: 36 × 11 × 11,5 cm
872] **Stainless steel and bamboo wine set**
Wine gift set in bamboo box. The items are stainless steel with bamboo accents. Including: corkscrew, wine ring, and stopper.
Size: 16,2 × 10,2 × 4,8 cm
9342 Paper cooler bag
Paper lunch cooler bag with aluminium lining.
Size: 2 × 25 × 9 cm

9341 Kraft paper cooler bag
Kraft paper lunch cooler bag with aluminium foil lining.
Size: 23 × 15 × 15 cm
8263 **Laminated paper (80 gr/m²) cooler shopping bag**
Laminated paper (80 gr/m²) shopping bag with silver coloured foil interior to serve as cooling bag. The main compartment has a zipper and the bag has a pouch on one side.
Size: 44 × 14 × 33 cm

8259 **Laminated paper (80 gr/m²) cooler backpack**
Laminated paper (80 gr/m²) backpack with a silver coloured foil interior to serve as cooler bag. The main compartment has a zipper. The pocket at the front has a zipper as well. Adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 27,5 × 13 × 41 cm
8606 MDF birdhouse kit
MDF birdhouse kit, self-assembly.
Size: 12,3 × 15,5 × 18,3 cm
Get creative with Eco Basic gifts.

662788 Bamboo kitchen scale
Bamboo kitchen scale. Up to 5 kg.
Size: Ø 18,5 × 1,8 cm

676271 Polyester and cork toilet bag
Polyester (600D) and cork toilet bag with zipper and carrying handle.
Size: 24,5 × 11 × 11 cm
30 - 60%

ECO FRIENDLY
1.2 Eco friendly

Our Green Impression is environmental friendly done the open and honest way. The right way. We give you the facts, you pick the best products. Choose a notebook, cheese plate, bag, or even an umbrella from our Eco Friendly collection.

Contains products made of 30 to 60% ecological materials.
9283 Bamboo USB drive
Bamboo USB drive 2.0 (32GB).
Size: 6 × 2,8 × 0,9 cm
710009 Beechwood bottle opener
Beechwood and stainless steel bottle opener.
Size: 6,7 × 4 × 0,8 cm

709862 Bamboo waiters knife
Bamboo and stainless steel waiters knife with three functions.
Size: 11,2 × 2,8 × 1,4 cm

480946 PP en wheat straw highlighter
PP en wheat straw highlighter with three colours: pink, green and yellow.
Size: 9 × 9 × 1,2 cm
9216  **Paper memo block**  
Paper memo block, 100 self-adhesive sheets, with wheat straw holder and wooden ballpen and silicone leaves. Black ink.  
Size: 11,5 × 9 × 14,5 cm

8436  **Paper sticky notes**  
Paper, wire bound sticky note booklet with 5 colours of small sticky notes, 20 sheets per colours, and 4 colours of larger sticky notes.  
Size: 10,1 × 9,2 × 1,2 cm

483412  **Wire bound notebook with ballpen**  
Bamboo look notebook, wire bound, 70 lined pages, multiple colours of sticky notes and ballpen with blue ink.  
Size: 15 × 11 × 1,6 cm
480814 Coffee fibre notebook with pen
Notebook with coffee fibre and PP cover and coffee fibre pen, blue ink, in pen loop. Notebook has 70 lined sheets of Kraft paper. Approximately A5 size.
Size: 21.2 × 15.5 × 1.3 cm

480875 Wheat straw notebook with pen
Notebook with wheat straw and PP cover and wheat straw pen, blue ink, in pen loop. Notebook has 70 lined sheets. Approximately A5 size.
Size: 21.2 × 15.5 × 1.3 cm
548706 *Wheat straw ballpen*
Wheat straw ballpen with twist mechanism and integrated phone stand. Blue ink.
Size: 1 × 14,1 cm

548724 *Wheat straw ballpen*
Wheat straw ballpen with twist mechanism. Blue ink.
Size: 1 × 14,7 cm

548825 *Cardboard and wheat straw ballpen*
Cardboard and wheat straw ballpen with blue ink.
Size: 1 × 14,2 cm
548744 **Bamboo and plastic ballpen**
Bamboo ballpen with plastic tip and top. The clip is metal. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1.1 × 13.6 cm

8989 **Cardboard ballpen**
Recycled cardboard ballpen with cap. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0.8 × 13.9 cm
2545 Wooden box with pencils
Wooden box with pencils, eraser, pencil sharpener, and a ruler on the lid.
Size: 21 × 4 × 3 cm

8534 Linen drawing set
Linen and cotton sleeve with six coloured pencils, pencil sharpener, and eraser.
Size: 19 × 5 × 4 cm

8475 Cotton stationary set
Cotton roll-up pouch with stationary set.
Including: bamboo ruler, wooden pencil sharpener, eraser, pencil, and ballpen with blue ink.
Size: 19 × 6,5 × 2,4 cm
2497 **ABS and cardboard tube with pencils**
Cardboard and ABS tube with six coloured pencils and sharpener integrated in the lid.
Size: Ø 2,7 × 10,6 cm

2495 **ABS and cardboard tube with pencils**
Cardboard and ABS tube with 12 coloured pencils and sharpener integrated in the lid.
Size: 3,5 × 10,7 cm
2432 Wooden pencil set
Set of six small coloured pencils in a recyclable box.
Size: 9,2 × 4,5 × 0,7 cm

2225 Cardboard drawing set
Colouring set consisting of 10 coloured pencils, ruler (15 cm), sharpener, and approx. 20 designs for colouring.
Size: 17,7 × 7,7 × 1,4 cm
8670 **Cardboard drawing set**
Cardboard colouring folder for adults with 50 designs and 12 coloured pencils.
Size: 21 × 15,5 × 2,8 cm

2468 **Wooden pencil set**
Set of 12 small coloured pencils in a recyclable box.
Size: 8,9 × 8,7 × 0,8 cm

2474 **Wooden pencil set**
Set of 12 coloured pencils in a recyclable box.
Size: 17,8 × 8,5 × 0,8 cm
4598 Cardboard colouring book
A5 children’s colouring book with 16 designs on 8 pages.
Size: 20,9 × 14,6 × 0,2 cm
Eco Friendly for the future generation.

2553 Wooden box with game set
Wooden box with playing cards and five dice.
Size: 10,6 × 9,5 × 4,4 cm

2555 Wooden yo-yo
Wooden yo-yo.
Size: Ø 5,3 × 2,7 cm
Engrave your message in Eco Friendly key holders.

9291 **Wooden key holder**
Wooden key holder with metal ring.
Size: Ø 4,4 × 0,8 cm

9293 **Wooden key holder**
Wooden key holder with metal ring.
Size: 5,3 × 3,8 × 0,8 cm

7300 **Wooden key holder**
Wooden key holder with metal ring.
Size: 6,2 × 3,4 × 0,8 cm
483597 **Bamboo lanyard**
Bamboo fabric lanyard with wheat straw clips and metal hook.
Size: 50 × 2 × 0,75 cm

483886 **RPET lanyard**
RPET lanyard with plastic clip and metal hook.
Size: 45 × 2 × 0,1 cm
8890 **Bamboo cutting board**
Bamboo cutting board. The thumb hole is lined with a silicone ring.
Size: 24,7 × 17,9 × 1 cm

4582 **Wooden cheese plate set**
Wooden cheese set consisting of one cheese knife and fork with wooden handles and a steel waiter’s knife. The lid can be used as a cutting board.
Size: Ø 18,5 × 3,6 cm

9037 **Wooden cheese board**
Wooden cheese board with a metal cheese knife and a slicer. Packaged in a gift box.
Size: Ø 25,2 × 1,1 cm

4652 **Wooden cheese board**
Rubberwood cheese board with three stainless steel knives.
Size: Ø 25,2 × 1,6 cm
4657 **Wooden cheese board**
Wooden cheese board with magnetic tape strip and four stainless steel accessories.
Size: 32 × 22 × 6,5 cm
9276 Cotton toiletry bag
Cotton (280 gr/m²) toiletry bag with zipper.
Size: 15 × 10 × 14,5 cm

9275 Cotton drawstring backpack
Cotton (280 gr/m²) drawstring backpack.
Size: 44 × 34 × 0,3 cm

9260 Cotton (380 gr/m²) shopping bag
Cotton (380 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 40,2 × 9,1 × 38,1 cm
437832 **RPET and cork drawstring backpack**
RPET and cork drawstring backpack and cotton drawstrings.
Size: 39 × 37,5 × 0,2 cm

8712 **Cotton rucksack**
Cotton (250 gr/m²) drawstring backpack with cork fabric.
Size: 39 × 32 × 0,2 cm

8733 **Cotton (250 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Cotton (250 gr/m²) shopping bag with cork fabric.
The handles are 58 cm long.
Size: 36 × 34 × 0,3 cm
7851 Cotton (135 gr/m²) shopping bag
Cotton (135 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 37,8 × 41 × 0,3 cm
7852 Cotton (120 gr/m²) backpack
Cotton (120 gr/m²) backpack with drawstring closure.
Size: 4 × 36 × 0,1 cm

2315 Cotton (110 gr/m²) bag
Cotton (110gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 42 × 38 × 0,5 cm

7863 Cotton (180 gr/m²) shopping bag
Cotton (180 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 41 × 38,1 × 0,2 cm

2342 Cotton (110 gr/m²) bag
Cotton (110gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 41 × 39 × 0,1 cm
9268 **Linen (260 gr/m²) beach bag**
Linen (260 gr/m²) beach bag with PE handles.
Size: 4 × 14 × 32 cm

3953 **Jute duffel bag**
Jute duffel bag with metal eyelets, a cotton cord and front pocket.
Size: Ø 20 × 43 cm

4223 **Jute bag**
Jute bag with plastic backing, a cotton front pocket, and padded carry handles.
Size: 40 × 16 × 35 cm

7822 **Jute shopping bag**
Jute shopping bag with laminated interior.
Size: 42,5 × 15 × 35,5 cm
8262 Laminated paper (310 gr/m²) backpack
Laminated paper backpack (310 gr/m² paper) with main compartment with zipper. Including handle and adjustable shoulder straps. Maximum load weight: 7kg.
Size: 3 × 11,5 × 37 cm

9304 Kraft paper (80 gr/m²) bag
Kraft paper (80 gr/m²) bag with PE laminated interior and handle of a polyester/cotton blend.
Size: 37,5 × 32 × 0,3 cm
709197 **Imitation linen shopping bag**  
Imitation linen (150g/m2) shopping bag.  
Size: 32 × 10 × 39 cm

709838 **RPET laptop bag**  
RPET and polyester laptop bag. Suitable for 13 inch laptops.  
Interior is padded for protection.  
Size: 35 × 25 × 2 cm
8467 **RPET pongee (190T) umbrella**
RPET Pongee (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and bamboo handle.
Size: Ø 103 × 84 cm

8422 **RPET polyester (170T) umbrella**
RPET polyester (170T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Opens and closes automatically. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle.
Size: Ø 105 × 89 cm
Contains products made of over 60% ecological materials.

1.5 Eco Proof

Impress with the best of the best from our Green Impression selection. Up to 100% ecological materials, for 100% future proof impact. Shop eco notebooks and organizers, kitchen accessories, bags, and fun games.
9156 **Beechwood writing set**
Beechwood and metal writing set consisting of a ballpen and rollerball pen. Packaged in a beechwood pen case. Blue ink.
Size: 16,3 × 4,8 × 2,1 cm

9157 **Beechwood ballpen**
Beechwood and metal ballpen. Packaged in a beechwood pen case. Blue ink.
Size: 16 × 4 × 2,4 cm
37400 **Stilolinea S45 BIO PLA ballpoint pen**

Stilolinea S45 BIO ballpoint pen, made of 75% PLA, blue ink, with a white clip.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,7 cm
8930 **Bamboo ruler**
Bamboo ruler. Centimeters on one side (0-15 cm) and inches on the other side (0-6 inch).
Size: 15,7 × 2,5 × 0,37 cm

548845 **Multicoloured pencil**
Multicoloured pencil (wood)
Size: Ø 1 × 17,6 cm

7555 **Wooden carpenter’s pencil**
Wooden carpenter’s pencil.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 17,7 cm
709760 Paper memo set
Paper memo set with note pad, sticky notes and cardboard and plastic pen. 50 Sheets per memo colour and for note pad. First five pages of the notepad are printed with a week planner, the other pages are blank.
Size: 31,1 × 17,2 × 1,3 cm

8011 Cardboard holder with sticky notes
Cardboard booklet with one pad of larger sticky notes, 50 sheets, one pad of medium sticky notes, 25 sheets and 5 colours of small sticky notes, 25 sheets per colour.
Size: 10,6 × 8,1 × 1,3 cm
9182 Recycled paper notebook
Recycled paper, wire bound notebook with 60 lined pages, ruler, and ballpen with blue ink. 5 Colours of sticky notes, 25 sheets per colour.
Size: 14,8 × 12,8 × 1,7 cm
2715 **Wire bound notebook with ballpen.**
Recycled cardboard, wire bound notebook with 60 lined pages and ballpen with biodegradable parts and blue ink. 100% Recycled paper.
Size: 17,9 × 13,1 × 1,2 cm

5410 **Cardboard notebook**
Recycled cardboard, wire bound notebook with 70 lined sheets, a retractable ballpen with blue ink and elastic over the cover.
Size: 10 × 14,5 × 0,8 cm

6419 **Paper notebook**
Cardboard notebook with 80 lined pages, pen loop and ballpen with black ink.
Size: 11,2 × 8,7 × 1 cm
### 671497 RPET Notebook (A5)
RPET and PU Notebook (A5) with elastic to keep closed and a ribbon bookmark. Notebook has 80 lined pages of 70gsm paper.
Size: 14 × 15 × 21 cm

### 672057 Bamboo notebook
Bamboo notebook A5 with 80 lined pages including bamboo ballpoint pen with ABS top and tip. Blue ink.
Size: 17 × 21 × 2 cm
Bamboo cover notebook
Bamboo cover notebook, packaged in a brown craft paper box. Including bamboo pen 3804. The notebook had 128 sheets of lined paper with date notification.
Size: 18.8 × 13 × 2 cm

Impress at the office.
9312 Cork and linen notebook and wheat straw ballpen
Cork and linen notebook and cork and wheat straw ballpen in kraft paper box. The notebook has an elastic pen loop and 80 sheets of lined paper with date notification. The ballpen has blue ink.
Size: 22 × 16 × 2 cm

7817 Cardboard notebook
Cardboard, wire bound notebook (approx. A5) with 25 lined pages, handle, and sticky notes.
Size: 21 × 20,9 × 1,1 cm
9143 Stonepaper notebook
Stonepaper, wire bound notebook with 72 lined pages.
Size: 18,1 × 14,2 × 1,1 cm

9144 Stonepaper notebook
Stonepaper notebook (approx. A5) with 80 lined pages, elastic band to keep the cover closed, and pen loop.
Size: 21 × 14 × 1,2 cm
Plan for the future.

6417 Cardboard memo folder
Cardboard folder with an FSC notepad with 25 lined pages, multiple colours of stickky notes (25 sheets per colour), and a pen loop with cardboard ballpen, blue ink.
Size: 33 × 26.2 × 1.1 cm

8569 Cardboard writing folder
Cardboard writing folder with notepad (approx. A4) with 20 lined pages, a cardboard pen with black ink, and adhesive memo notes in 4 colours (25 sheets per colour).
Size: 34.5 × 28.3 × 2.2 cm
8273 **Cardboard writing folder**
Cardboard writing folder, including: notepad with 40 sheets, bamboo ruler (15 cm), cardboard pen with plastic tip, clip and button (blue ink), two pencils, a pencil sharpener, an eraser, post-its (25 sheets per colour), and an interior pocket.
Size: 21 × 15,2 × 2,6 cm

**Prepared for anything.**
6509 **Cardboard memo folder**
Cardboard, wire bound booklet with a total of 150 sticky notes, a note pad with 60 lined pages, a pen loop, and a ballpen with black ink.
Size: 13,1 × 8,8 × 1,3 cm

6506 **Cardboard memo folder**
Cardboard, wire bound booklet with a total of 250 sticky notes in different colours and 2 different sizes.
Size: 8 × 7,5 × 2,2 cm

5351 **Cardboard sticky note set**
Cardboard, wire bound booklet with a total of 150 sticky notes and a notepad with 50 lined pages.
Size: 15 × 8,1 × 1 cm
9121 **Cardboard sticky note holder**
Cardboard cover with a clear ruler (12 cm), two pads of sticky memos, 25 sheets each and multiple colours of smaller sticky notes.
Size: 16 × 5 × 0,4 cm

7830 **Cardboard memo holder with ruler**
Cardboard holder with ruler (13 cm), 4 different smaller sticky notes and one set of larger sticky notes, 100 sheets each. Including cardboard ballpoint pen with blue ink.
Size: 16 × 8 × 1,1 cm

9104 **Cardboard sticky note holder**
Card cover holding five different coloured self adhesive memos, each with 20 sheets.
Size: 8,3 × 5,4 × 0,29 cm
6498 Cardboard memo holder
Cardboard memo holder, including a plastic ruler in the lid, 150 sticky notes, a note block of 160 blank sheets, and a pen loop with ballpen, blue ink.
Size: 12 × 10.3 × 3 cm

8532 Cardboard sticky note holder
Hard cover booklet with 50 large sticky notes and 5 colours of small sticky notes, 25 sheets per colour.
Size: 8.1 × 5.4 × 1.2 cm

5348 Cardboard sticky note set
Cardboard booklet with 150 sticky notes and inside pocket for business cards. Elastic band over the cover.
Size: 10.4 × 6.5 × 0.5 cm

3115 Cardboard bookmark
Cardboard bookmark with ruler and 5 different coloured small sticky notes and 1 colour larger sticky notes, 16 sheets each.
Size: 21.6 × 6.8 × 0.3 cm
3487 Cardboard memo holder
Cardboard memo holder, with 125 self-adhesive memo papers and a note block of 400 sheets.
Size: 11 × 9 × 6,3 cm
608329 **Bamboo desk organizer**

Bamboo desk organizer with wireless charging function (5W). Output 5V/800mA. Includes USB charging cable.

Size: 27 × 14,5 × 1,5 cm
675068 **Bamboo wireless charger**  
Bamboo phone holder with wireless charger (5W). Output DC5V/1A. Includes micro USB – USB charging cable.  
Size: 7,7 × 7 × 11,4 cm

415104 **Beech wood phone holder**  
Solid beech wood phone holder.  
Size: 6 × 8 × 2 cm
668091 **Bamboo cutting board**
Bamboo cutting board with handle and string for hanging. Measurement of 31 cm includes the handle.
Size: 31 × 8 cm

55503 **Wooden bottle opener**
Wooden bottle opener
Size: 15 × 4 × 1,9 cm

429379 **Bamboo coaster set**
Bamboo coasters, set of four pieces, in a bamboo tray. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 11,4 × 11,4 × 3,5 cm
How “green” is your kitchen?

9189 **Bamboo spatulas**
Bamboo spatulas, set of five.
Size: 30,4 × 6 × 0,5 cm

9223 **Paper straws**
Paper straws, 50 pieces, in cardboard packaging.
Size: 20,1 × 6,4 × 3,1 cm
708922 **Bamboo cheese board**
Bamboo cheese board with utensil that fits into a cut-out in the board. Individually packaged in kraft paper box.
Size: 31 × 17,5 × 1,5 cm

709562 **Tyvek and polyester cooler bag**
Tyvek with 100gsm non-woven laminate and polyester (600D) cooler bag with elastic closure. Interior has an aluminium foil lining.
Size: 19,5 × 14 × 33 cm
709596 **Tyvek cooler bag**
Tyvek with 100gsm non-woven laminate cooler bag with elastic closure. Interior has PE foam and PEVA lining.
Size: 28 × 23,5 × 14 cm

710073 **Recycled paper playing cards**
Recycled paper playing cards in a recycled cardboard box. 54 Cards (4x13 and 2 jokers).
Size: 6 × 9 × 2 cm
427062 Wooden Tic Tac Toe game
Wooden box with wooden Tic Tac Toe game. The inside of the lid has a game field printed on it to play on.
Size: 7,2 × 7 × 2,6 cm

427485 Wooden nine piece puzzle
Wooden puzzle with nine pieces, set in a wooden board. The design on the puzzle can be custom printed.
Size: 15 × 15 × 0,4 cm

6603 Cardboard box with playing cards
Plastic-coated playing cards.
Size: 9 × 6 × 1,8 cm
6163 Wooden 5-in-1 game set
Wooden box with five games. Including: domino, ludo, chess, draughts, and Mikado.
Size: 17 × 16 × 3 cm

2548 Wooden Mikado game
Wooden box with Mikado game.
Size: 19,3 × 4,5 × 2,5 cm

2546 Wooden box with domino game
Wooden box with domino game.
Size: 14,7 × 5 × 2,8 cm
675310 **100% Cotton Hammam towel**
100% Cotton Hammam towel with fringe.
Size: 180 × 90 cm

9343 **RPET cap**
RPET cap with five panels and buckle closure on the back.
Size: 2 × 13 cm

710097 **RPET towel**
RPET towel (79cm x 30cm) in RPET pouch with drawstring closure.
Size: 80 × 30 cm
100% PLA bottle
100% PLA bottle with leaf shape on the front (850 ml). Size: Ø 7 × 25.8 cm

Wooden birdhouse kit
Wooden birdhouse with painting set, including four colours and a brush. Size: 9.5 × 6.7 × 13 cm
Go plastic free with toiletries.

482581 **Bamboo toothbrush**
Bamboo toothbrush in Kraft paper box.
Size: 18.5 × 1.5 × 0.7 cm
9331 PLA disposable poncho
PLA disposable poncho in transparent bag. PLA is 100% biodegradable and compostable.
Size: 16 × 11,5 × 0,9 cm

434087 RPET saddle cover
RPET bicycle saddle cover.
Size: 24,5 × 22 × 7 cm
433215 **RPET mesh bags, set of three**
RPET mesh bags in a set of three with three different sizes (35 x 30 cm, 31 x 27,5 cm, 25 x 25 cm). Each bag has a drawstring close.
The three are bundled in a Kraft paper sleeve.
Size: 35 × 30 × 0,4 cm

9339 **Set of three reusable cotton mesh produce bags**
Cotton mesh reusable produce bags in a set of three, bundled by a Kraft paper sleeve. The bags close with a drawstring and have a cotton panel in the front, suitable for personalisation.
Size: 16 × 15 × 2,3 cm

9337 **Organic cotton fruits and vegetables bag**
100% Organic cotton fruits and vegetables bag with mesh on one side and a drawstring closing.
Size: 32,5 × 3 × 0,1 cm

433172 **RPET mesh bag**
RPET mesh bag with drawstring close and Kraft paper sleeve.
Size: 31 × 27,5 × 0,1 cm
Waste not, choose RPET.

9262 RPET polyester (190T) shopping bag
RPET polyester (190T) shopping bag.
Size: 36,8 × 0,2 × 40,4 cm

9261 RPET polyester (190T) drawstring backpack
RPET polyester (190T) drawstring backpack.
Size: 40 × 34 × 0,1 cm
No more plastic bags.
Go Eco Proof with paper.

7842 **Paper bag**
Paper bag, large.
Size: 25,6 × 10,9 × 35,3 cm

7841 **Paper bag**
Paper bag, medium.
Size: 30 × 22 × 11 cm

7840 **Paper bag**
Paper bag, small.
Size: 16 × 8,5 × 23,5 cm
427943 **Jute shopping bag**

Jute shopping bag with cotton handles.

Size: 54 × 34 × 3 cm
Are you ready to help change the world?
There are more ways to help the environment than switching to bamboo and paper products. A small change in our daily life will be a big change for the planet. Like using solar power to charge our electronics and taking shorter showers with the help of a timer.
6730 **ABS and PP solar flower**

PP and ABS solar flower pot. When the solar panels are exposed to sunlight, the flower and leaves move. Packaged in white gift box.

Size: 8,5 × 7,5 × 7,5 cm
8236 **Stainless steel straws**
Stainless steel, environmentally friendly drinking straws in a set of four. Length of the straws is 23 cm. The set includes a cleaning brush.
Size: 26,5 × 8,5 × 0,7 cm

2917 **ABS ruler with calculator**
ABS ruler (20 cm) with a solar powered eight-digit calculator.
Size: 21,5 × 5,5 × 0,9 cm

8281 **Bio-degradable PE poncho**
PE disposable, transparent poncho in polybag. The recycled material is bio-degradable.
Size: 124 × 102 × 0,1 cm
9333 **Rubberized ABS solar power bank**
Rubberized ABS solar power bank with green indicator lights and flashlight on the side. Two USB ports and one micro USB port. Solar Charging 5V/200mA. Input DC 5V/1A. Output DC 5V/2x1A. Capacity: 4,000 mAh. Including USB cable. Size: 14,4 × 7,5 × 1,5 cm

9332 **Aluminium solar power bank**
Aluminium solar power bank with blue indicator lights. USB and micro USB port. Input DC5V/1A. Output 5V/1A. Capacity: 4,000 mAh. Including USB cable. Size: 12,5 × 7,8 × 1,3 cm
9150 **ABS and aluminium solar charger**
ABS and aluminium solar power bank, 8,000 mAh. Input DC5V/1A. Output data: DC5V / 1A and DC5V / 2.1A. Including cable (USB - micro USB).
Size: 15,3 × 7,5 × 1 cm

5368 **Aluminium solar charger**
Aluminium solar charger, with a 5.0V/130mA solar panel, Li-battery 3000mAh, DC input 5.0V/1A, DC output (USB-L), 5V/800mA, DC output (USB-H), 5.0V/1.2A, including 3-in-1 cable.
Size: 11,6 × 6 × 1.2 cm
**9214 ABS night light**
ABS nightlight with motion sensor. Batteries included.
Size: 7,6 × 7,6 × 2,5 cm

**8171 ABS night light**
Night light with light sensor. Coloured body with a transparent top display. The night light has an EU plug.
Size: 9,4 × 6 × 6,7 cm

**4532 ABS dynamo torch**
ABS dynamo self-charging torch with two LED light and wrist straps. Patent: EU Nr. 363627-0002
Size: 1 × 6,9 × 2,5 cm
7096 **Plastic shower timer**
Plastic shower timer with suction cap on the back, five minutes.
Size: Ø 1 × 4  cm
The promotional pen has always been a powerhouse in brand awareness. It’s the classic giveaway that nobody says ‘no’ to. We have selected the best brands for you. Are you looking for a luxury pen set, a pen with touchscreen compatibility, or a laser engraved pen? We have the one for you.

2. Writing Instruments

The best brands in the world at your fingertips.
1060 ABS text highlighter
ABS syringe-shaped highlighter.
Size: Ø 1,6 × 13,5 cm

8535 ABS text highlighter
ABS highlighter with four colours, screen cleaner, and an extendable keyboard brush.
Size: 9,5 × 1,7 × 11,9 cm

1052 ABS text highlighter
ABS highlighter with three colours.
Size: 9 × 9 × 9 cm
8672 **ABS text highlighter**
ABS and PP highlighter with three colours.
Size: 7 × 7 × 1 cm

1071 **ABS text highlighter**
ABS and PP highlighter with 5 colours.
Size: Ø 9,7 × 1,9 cm

3725 **PP text highlighter**
PP highlighter with five colours.
Size: 9,5 × 7,3 × 1,8 cm
2430 **ABS ballpen**

ABS and metal ballpen with rubber grip and rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens. Black ink.

Size: Ø 1,3 × 13,5 cm
3011 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13,9 cm

3018 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 13,9 cm

3015 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,9 cm
3321 AS ballpen
AS ballpen with rubber grip and translucent clip.
Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 14,3 cm

3398 AS ballpen
AS ballpen with a rubber grip. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 14,5 cm

593476 ABS ballpen with rubber grip
ABS ballpen with ribbed, rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: 1,1 × 14,30 cm

7578 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,9 cm
What’s your colour?

5210 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with rubber grip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 14,2 cm
2442 ABS ballpen
ABS ballpen with twist action mechanism. Black ink.
Registered item.
Size: Ø 1.8 × 14.7 cm
7500 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with twist action mechanism. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 14,1 cm

548641 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with white barrel and coloured clip.
Blue ink.
Size: 1 × 13,9 cm

6638 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 14 cm
3467 **ABS ballpen**  
ABS and steel ballpen with metallic look. Blue ink.  
Size: Ø 1 × 14 cm

8121 **ABS ballpen**  
ABS ballpen with metal clip. Black ink.  
Size: Ø 1,1 × 13,3 cm
7124 **ABS 3-in-1 ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens and clip that doubles as phone stand. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 14,5 cm
7594 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen with rubber grip and rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens. Black ink. Size: Ø 1 × 14 cm

3808 Aluminum ballpen
Aluminium ballpen. Blue ink. Size: Ø 0,9 × 14 cm

5466 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen with silver coloured plastic parts. Blue ink. Size: Ø 0,9 × 13,3 cm
8487 **Aluminium ballpen**
Aluminium and ABS ballpen with rubber tip for capacitive screens. When the pen is lasered, the imprint will show in colour. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 14,1 cm

8477 **Aluminium ballpen**
Aluminium and ABS ballpen with rubber coating and rubber tip for capacitive screens. When the pen is lasered, the imprint will show in colour. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 14,2 cm
6540 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens, twist action mechanism, and metal clip. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 15,5 cm

8462 **Aluminium ballpen**
Aluminium ballpen with rubber coating and rubber tip for capacitive screens. The tip and clip are silver coloured plastic. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 14,3 cm
3832 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen with rubber tip for capacitive screens and twist action mechanism. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 13,8 cm

0647 Aluminium lacquered ballpen
Aluminium lacquered ballpen with a rubber tip suitable for capacitive screens and twist action mechanism. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 12,5 cm

8298 Aluminium ballpen
Ballpen with rubber finish. The tip, top and clip match each other with a dark grey colour. Laser engraving reveals the mirror coating under the rubber top layer. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 13,8 cm
7061 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen with UV coating. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,7 cm

3444 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,7 cm
8476 **Aluminium ballpen**
Aluminium ballpen with rubber coating. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13 cm

9032 **Aluminium writing set**
Aluminium writing set consisting of a ballpen with blue ink and a mechanical pencil. Packaged in a metal pen case.
Size: 16 × 5,5 × 2 cm
3298 Aluminium writing set
Aluminium writing set consisting of a lacquered ballpen with black ink and a mechanical pencil. Packaged in a metal pen case.
Size: 16 × 5,4 × 1,9 cm

9183 Aluminium ballpen
Aluminium ballpen, black ink, with rubber coating and rubber tip for capacitive screens. Packaged in a metal pen case.
Size: Ø 1 × 14,4 cm

3347 Stainless steel ballpen
Stainless steel ballpen with cap. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13 cm

4580 Metal ballpen
Metal ballpen in a matching tube Sold per 50 pieces. Black ink.
Size: Ø 2,7 × 15 cm
6633 Aluminium writing set
Writing set consisting of a lacquered mechanical pencil (0.7 mm) and ballpen, supplied in a matching colour pouch with magnetic closing, black ink.
Size: 15 × 4,5 × 2,5 cm
9966 **Aluminium writing set**
Aluminium pen set consisting of a ballpen and rollerball pen. Packaged in a gift box. Black ink. Size: 17 × 6,5 × 3,4 cm

3337 **Carbon fibre and brass writing set**
Metal pen set consisting of a metal ballpen and rollerball pen. Packaged in a luxury gift box with magnetic closing. Sold per 50 pieces. Black ink. Size: 17 × 7,5 × 3 cm
3338 **Carbon fibre and brass ballpen**
Metal ballpen. Packaged in a luxury gift box.
Black ink.
Size: 17,2 × 7,5 × 3 cm

2057 **Metal writing set**
Metal writing set consisting of a ballpen and rollerball pen. Packaged in a luxury pen case with magnetic close. Blue ink and extra refill.
Size: 17,5 × 7,5 × 3 cm

2055 **Metal ballpen**
Metal lacquered ballpen. Packaged in a luxury pen case with magnetic close. Black ink and extra refill.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 14 cm
1018 **AS ballpen**
AS ballpen with a flashing light on the top. Blue ink. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 0,8 × 18,5 cm

9909 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,8 × 14,3 cm

8123 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber grip and four colours of ink: red, blue, green, and black.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 14,1 cm
3306 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen with rubber grip, belt clip and four colours of ink: blue, red, black, and green.
Size: Ø 1,9 × 13,5 cm

8465 **ABS 5-in-1 ballpen**
Size: Ø 1,1 × 14,7 cm

9430 **Antibacterial ABS pen**
Antibacterial ABS pen. The pen has a special coating that resists bacterial growth. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13,9 cm
2425 **ABS writing set**
ABS case with pencil, highlighter and three ballpens in different colours. Colour of the ink matches the cap.
Size: 13,8 × 6 × 1,3 cm

9162 **ABS pen holder with ballpen**
ABS magnet pen holder and mobile phone holder, including ballpen. Blue ink. Packaged in gift box.
Size: Ø 7 × 15 cm
7129 **PU pen case**
PU pen case, suitable for one pen, with a black shiny metal plate for printing purposes (size 2.6 x 2.6 cm), a black velvet interior, and a magnet closing.
Size: 16.5 x 2.8 x 2.7 cm

1063 **AS ballpen**
AS syringe-shaped ballpen with coloured liquid. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1.1 x 12.8 cm

2691 **ABS ballpen**
ABS ballpen in a lipstick-shaped casing with cap. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1.7 x 10 cm

*Leave your mark.*
13162 **Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen**  
Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen, with a coloured tip and ring.  
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,4 cm

2242 **Stilolinea Oslo frosty plastic ballpen**  
Stilolinea plastic ballpen, with a frosted coloured barrel, a wide clip, and jumbo refill. Blue ink.  
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,4 cm
2250 Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpen with jumbo refill
Stilolinea plastic ballpen Baron, with a white barrel, coloured clip, and jumbo refill. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,4 cm

13164 Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen
Stilolinea Baron ABS ballpoint pen, with a white tip and a coloured clip.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,4 cm
5401 Stilolinea Ducal ballpen
Stilolinea plastic ballpen with a white barrel and coloured accents. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,6 cm

1696 Stilolinea Ducal ABS ballpoint pen
Stilolinea Ducal ABS ballpoint pen, blue ink, with a coloured tip and clip.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 13,7 cm
23528 Stilolinea S45 ABS ballpoint pen
Stilolinea S45 ABS ballpoint pen, blue ink, with a coloured clip.
Size: Ø 1,4 × 13,7 cm

2252 Stilolinea Brazil plastic ballpen
Stilolinea plastic ballpen with a white barrel, coloured accents, metal clip, and jumbo refill. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 13,7 cm

4740 Stilolinea S30 plastic ballpen
Stilolinea plastic ballpen with a white barrel and coloured accents. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 13,8 cm
Shop eco friendly pens on page 16 - 21

5428 **rOtring ABS mechanical pencil**
rOtring ABS mechanical pencil with rubber grip. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 14,1 cm

5171 **rOtring ABS ballpoint pen**
rOtring ABS ballpoint pen with rubber grip, blue ink with jumbo refill. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 0,8 × 13,8 cm
8507 Parker Jotter Core mechanical pencil
Stainless steel Parker Jotter Core mechanical pencil. Including giftbox.
Size: 1,3 × 12,8 cm

37452 Parker IM ballpen
Lacquered brass Parker IM ballpen. Blue ink. Including giftbox.
Size: 13,6 × 1,1 × 1,5 cm
8509 Parker Jotter ballpen
Stainless steel Parker Jotter ballpen. Blue ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 12,8 cm
37449 **Parker Jotter XL ballpen**
Stainless steel Parker Jotter XL ballpen. Blue ink. The XL Jotter is longer, wider, and heavier than the Original which people with larger hands prefer to write with. Including giftbox.
Size: 14 × 1,05 × 1,4 cm

7709 **Parker Jotter Core ballpen**
Stainless steel Parker Jotter Core ballpen. Blue ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1 × 12,8 cm

2100 **Parker Jotter ballpen**
Parker Jotter stainless steel ballpen with click mechanism. Including giftbox.
Size: 18 × 5,5 × 3,7 cm
37452 **Parker IM ballpen**
Lacquered brass Parker IM ballpen. Blue ink. Including giftbox. 
Size: 13,6 × 1,1 × 1,5 cm

1418 **Parker Urban ballpen**
Chromed brass and lacquered Parker Urban ballpen. 
Blue ink. Including giftbox. 
Size: 1,3 × 13,6 cm
3742 Parker Vector stainless steel ballpen
Parker Vector stainless steel ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), blue ink. Size: 1,3 × 12,5 cm

3745 | Parker IM rollerball pen
Lacquered brass Parker IM rollerball pen with cap. Black ink. Including giftbox. Size: 13,6 × 1,1 × 1,5 cm

37453 Parker IM ballpen
Lacquered brass Parker IM ballpen with click mechanism. Blue ink. Including giftbox. Size: Ø 1,1 × 13,6 cm
37459 Parker Sonnet rollerball pen
Stainless steel and lacquered brass Parker Sonnet rollerball pen with cap. Black ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,4 cm

37493 Stainless steel Parker Sonnet rollerball pen
Stainless steel Parker Sonnet rollerball pen with cap. Black ink. Including gift box.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,4 cm

37457 Parker Sonnet rollerball pen
Stainless steel and lacquered brass Parker Sonnet rollerball pen with cap. Black ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,4 cm
37458 Parker Sonnet ballpen
Stainless steel and lacquered brass Parker Sonnet ballpen with twist mechanism. Black ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,4 cm

37460 Parker Sonnet ballpen
Stainless steel and lacquered brass Parker Sonnet ballpen with twist mechanism. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,4 cm

37490 Stainless steel Parker Sonnet ballpen
Stainless steel Parker Sonnet ballpen with click mechanism. Black ink. Including gift box.
Size: 17,7 × 8,3 × 4,7 cm
37573 **Sheaffer writing set**
Sheaffer writing set with ballpoint pen. Black writing and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,6 cm

37579 **Metal Cross writing set**
Metal Cross writing set with ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil. Black writing and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: 17,6 × 6 × 4 cm

37574 **Brass Cross ballpoint pen**
Brass Cross ballpoint pen. Black writing and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 13,6 cm

37576 **Metal Cross ballpoint pen**
Metal Cross ballpoint pen. Black ink and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,4 cm
37577 Metal Cross ballpoint pen
Metal Cross ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism. Black writing and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: Ø 1,1 × 13,8 cm

37578 Metal Cross writing set
Metal Cross writing set with ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil. Black ink and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: 17,6 × 6 × 4 cm

37575 Metal Cross ballpoint pen
Metal Cross ballpoint pen. Black ink and including a deluxe pen case.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,4 cm
599 | **Metal Charles Dickens® writing set**

Charles Dickens® pen set, consisting of a grey metallic ballpen and rollerball pen; presented in a deluxe presentation box. Black ink.

Size: 18 × 8,1 cm
8473 **Metal Charles Dickens® writing set**
Charles Dickens® metal writing set consisting of a metal mechanical pencil and ballpen with black ink. Including a leather pencil holder and packaged in a deluxe case.
Size: 16 × 4,7 × 2 cm

0976 **Aluminium Charles Dickens® writing set**
Charles Dickens® writing set, with a PU notebook (approx. A5) and a plastic ballpen with metal finishes. Black ink.
Size: 25 × 22,5 × 3,9 cm

1058 **ABS Charles Dickens® writing set**
Charles Dickens® metal ballpen and rollerball pen with Charles Dickens® engraved clip. Packaged in a deluxe pen case. Black ink.
Size: 16 × 6,5 × 4,1 cm
1096 **Metal Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Charles Dickens® metal ballpen with twist action mechanism. Packaged in a deluxe pen case.
Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,5 cm

3865 **Copper Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Charles Dickens® ballpen with twist action mechanism and Charles Dickens® logo on the top.
Packaged in a deluxe pen case. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13,5 cm

1038 **Metal Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,5 cm
1137 **Metal Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Charles Dickens® plastic twist action ballpen with Charles Dickens® engraved clip. Packaged in a deluxe pen case. Black ink.
Size: Ø 0,9 × 13,7 cm

1085 **Metal Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Charles Dickens® metal ballpen with silver trim and twist mechanism. Packaged in deluxe pen case. Black ink.
Size: 17,5 × 6,9 × 3,7 cm

5986 **Metal Charles Dickens® ballpen**
Charles Dickens® lacquered metal ballpen with twist action mechanism. Packaged in a deluxe pen case. Black ink.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 13,6 cm
5433 Waterman Graduate chrome ballpen
Waterman Graduate chrome ballpen with gift box (delivered separately), blue ink.
Size: Ø 1 × 13,8 cm

3479 Waterman Graduate chrome rollerball
Waterman Graduate chrome rollerball, black ink. Including giftbox.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 13,3 cm
3. Office

Notebooks, document folders, clocks, calculators, and more. Tools for the office; tools for brand awareness. Working at the office and even working from home, is made more organized with the right office supplies.
8985 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A5), with 96 lined pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover. The cover is especially suited for digital printing. Size: 21 × 14,2 × 1,5 cm

8251 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A5), with 96 blank pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover. Size: 21,3 × 14,2 × 1,6 cm

3076 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A5), with 96 lined pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover. Size: 21 × 14 × 1,6 cm
2889 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A6), with 96 lined pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover.
Size: 14,1 × 9 × 1,6 cm
8276 **PU notebook**
PU soft cover notebook (approx. A5) with 80 lined pages, ribbon marker, elastic band over the cover, and a pocket on the inside of the cover.
Size: 21 × 14,1 × 1 cm

7257 **PU notebook**
PU notebook with cork print (approx. A5) with 96 lined pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover.
Size: 21,2 × 14,1 × 1,4 cm
7913 Cardboard notebook

Luxurious cardboard notebook (approx. A5) with 128 lined pages, ribbon markers, elastic band over the cover and pocket on the inside of the cover, including subtle impression hotstamp on the backside.

Size: 21 × 14,7 × 1,8 cm

8582 PU notebook with USB drive

PU notebook (approx. A5) with 16GB USB drive integrated in the cover, 96 lined pages and ribbon marker.

Size: 21 × 14 × 1,2 cm
8384 **PU notebook**
PU notebook (approx. A5) with 96 lined pages, ribbon marker, and elastic band over the cover. When the cover is laser engraved, the design has the same colour as the elastic band.
Size: 21 × 14,2 × 1,5 cm
5137 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A5) with 100 lined pages and a ribbon marker.
Size: 22,8 × 16,2 × 1,6 cm

5138 PU notebook
PU notebook (approx. A4) with 100 lined pages and a ribbon marker.
Size: 27,8 × 2 × 1,72 cm
9146 **PP notebook**
PP, wire bound stonepaper notebook with 30 lined pages, scan app, and pen. Blue ink. The ink of the special pen is erasable with the tip of the pen and with heat.
Size: 26 × 21,9 × 0,4 cm

5140 **PP notebook with ballpen**
PP, wire bound notebook (approx. A5) with 65 lined pages and plastic ballpen with blue ink.
Size: 21 × 17,5 × 0,7 cm

5139 **PP notebook with ballpen**
PP, wire bound notebook (approx. A6) with 65 lined pages and plastic ballpen with blue ink.
Size: 14,8 × 13 × 1,3 cm
2736 **ABS notebook with pen**
Notepad in a hard plastic case with 80 sheets. Including a retractable ballpen with black ink.
Size: 10.6 × 8.2 × 1 cm

483099 **Antibacterial notebook with pen**
Antibacterial notebook with pen, blue ink, in pen loop. The notebook has 70 lined sheets. Approximately A5 size.
Size: 21 × 16 × 1.3 cm
8592 PP document bag
Polypropylene expanding document folder.
Size: 32 × 22 × 0,2 cm

7903 PP document folder
Plastic expanding document folder (approx. A4) with three compartments.
Size: 32 × 22,5 × 3 cm
7901 PVC document folder
Transparent PVC document folder (approx. A4) with zip lock.
Size: 33.8 × 24 × 0.2 cm

7906 PP clipboard
Plastic clipboard suitable for A4 documents or smaller.
Size: 31.6 × 23 × 1.2 cm
8661 Polyester (600D) folder
Polyester (600D) conference portfolio (approx. A4) with notepad with 30 pages, multiple pockets, pen loops (pens not included), and document case.
Size: 35,5 × 31 × 6,4 cm

7215 Polyester portfolio
PVC zipped conference folder (approx. A4) with notepad with 20 lined pages, a calculator and multiple pockets, including two pockets with zipper on the front.
Size: 36,5 × 28,4 × 3,8 cm
8432 **Microfibre folder**
Microfibre zipped conference folder (approx. A4) with PVC edging, notepad with 20 lined pages, integrated handles which can be stowed away, zipped internal pocket, and 8 digit dual power calculator.
Size: 34 × 25 × 2,4 cm

8410 **Microfibre folder**
Microfibre zipped conference folder (approx A4) with a notepad with 20 lined pages, multiple pockets, and a dual power calculator. Batteries included.
Size: 36,4 × 27,7 × 2,8 cm

7786 **Polyester document folder**
Polyester conference folder with notepad with 20 lined pages, tablet holder, various pockets, and elastic pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 34 × 26,2 × 2,6 cm
8615 **Bonded leather folder**
Bonded leather zipped conference folder (approx. A4) with notepad with 30 lined pages, different pockets, carry handle, and metal engraving plate.
Size: 36.9 × 27 × 6.2 cm
8619 **Bonded leather folder**
Bonded leather conference folder (approx. A4), with a notepad with 25 pages, different pockets, and an elasticated pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 32 × 25 × 1,8 cm

8617 **Bonded leather folder**
Bonded leather zipped conference folder (approx. A4), with a notepad with 30 pages, different pockets, and an elasticated pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 35 × 27 × 4,3 cm

8613 **Bonded leather folder**
Bonded leather zipped conference folder (approx. A5), with a notepad with 25 pages, different pockets, and an elasticated pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 23,5 × 17,5 × 2,9 cm
8620 PU folder
A4 PU conference folder. Notepad (item 8400) and pen not included. Colours: blue/silver gilt corners, black/gold gilt corners. Size: 32,5 × 24 × 1,2 cm

8622 PU folder
PU conference folder (approx. A5), notepad (item 8500) and pen not included.
Size: 22,1 × 17,5 × 1,1 cm

8212 PU conference folder
PU zippered conference folder (approx. A4). Notepad (item 8400) and pen not included.
Size: 36 × 26 × 2 cm
8206 PU conference folder
PU conference folder (approx. A4) with a notepad with 20 lined pages, multiple pockets, and a calculator. Batteries included.
Size: 32,5 x 24 x 2,3 cm

7968 PU document folder
PU conference folder (approx. A5), with a notepad with 30 lined pages, pockets of various sizes, and elastic pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 23,5 x 18,5 x 2 cm

0967 PU padded portfolio
PU padded portfolio (approx. A4), with notepad with 25 lined pages, a mesh pocket for credit cards, multiple other pockets, and an elastic pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 32,8 x 25,5 x 1,7 cm
8668 Nylon (600D) folder
Nylon (600D) conference folder (approx. A4) with notepad with 30 lined sheets, two large internal pockets, two small business card pockets, and pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 32,8 × 25,3 × 1,4 cm
3403 **A4 PVC Zipped folder.**
PVC zipped conference folder (approx. A4) with notepad with 30 lined pages, two large internal pockets, four small credit card size pockets, and pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 35 × 26,5 × 4,5 cm

3363 **PVC folder**
PVC, padded conference folder (approx. A4) with notepad with 30 pages, large internal pocket, two small card pockets, and pen loop (pen not included).
Size: 31,3 × 26,6 × 1,5 cm

8603 **PU Charles Dickens® folder**
PU Charles Dickens® zipped conference folder (approx. A4) with a notepad with 50 squared pages, 8 digit calculator and Charles Dickens® silk lining. Presented in a quality nonwoven bag and box.
Size: 34 × 26 × 3 cm
8064 Split leather wallet
Split leather RFID (anti-skimming) purse featuring coin compartment with press stud close and various other pockets for cash or cards.
Size: 12 × 9,5 × 1,7 cm

8050 Split leather credit card wallet
Split leather RFID (anti-skimming) credit card wallet with three pockets on the left side and large transparent window on the right.
Size: 11,5 × 7,1 × 0,5 cm

8052 Split leather credit card wallet
Split leather RFID (anti-skimming) credit card wallet with different sized pockets inside.
Size: 11 × 6,7 × 1,5 cm
Quality wallets made of genuine leather.

8058 Split leather credit card wallet
Split leather RFID (anti-skimming) credit card wallet with three pockets on each side for cards and one main compartment.
Size: 10,2 × 7,3 × 0,6 cm

8060 Split leather wallet
Split leather RFID (anti-skimming) purse with zippered coin compartment and various other pockets for cash or cards.
Size: 13,6 × 10,5 × 0,5 cm
3750 Aluminium credit/business card case
Aluminium credit/business card case with 7 internal concertina pockets and push button for opening.
Size: 11 × 7,3 × 2 cm

7229 PU and stainless steel business card holder
Stainless steel and PU business card holder with magnetic close and velvet inside.
Size: 9,7 × 6,4 × 1,5 cm
7252 **PS card holder**  
Plastic card holder with RFID (anti-skimming) protection.  
Size: 8,9 × 6 × 0,4 cm

8358 **PP card holder**  
Plastic bank card holder for a single card.  
Size: 8,7 × 5,6 × 0,4 cm

8734 **Bonded leather credit card holder**  
Bonded leather credit card holder holds up to 20 business cards, on the inside four extra pockets for credit cards  
Size: 11,3 × 7,2 × 1,5 cm
Is your day data driven?

4787 **Plastic weather station**
Plastic digital weather station with clock, alarm, temperature and humidity information, and light up LCD display. Batteries included. 
Size: 12.1 × 3.7 × 8.6 cm

4789 **Plastic weather station**
Plastic digital desk or wall weather station with LCD display, clock, calendar, temperature (C/F), humidity information, and back light. This weather station can be hung on the wall. Batteries included. 
Size: 8.2 × 4 × 14.2 cm
2063 HIPS weather station
HIPS digital weather station with a sensor for using outside, clock, moon phase, and weather forecast. Batteries included.
Size: $13 \times 8 \times 1.7$ cm
3684 **ABS pen holder with clock**
Transparent plastic pen holder with a calendar, alarm clock, and thermometer. Batteries included. 
Size: 10,5 × 5,5 × 12,8 cm

3685 **PU desk organiser and clock**
PU stitched pen holder with clock, calendar, alarm, and thermometer. Batteries included. 
Size: 14 × 6 × 12 cm
3073 **ABS clock**
ABS alarm clock with memo holder. Batteries included.  
Size: 10,5 × 7,5 × 4 cm

8533 **HIPS alarm clock**
HIPS cube-shaped alarm clock that changes in colour. Displays time, day of the week, date and the temperature. Batteries included.  
Size: 7,8 × 7,8 × 7,8 cm

4451 **ABS wall clock**
Plastic wall clock with a detachable clock face for personalisation. Batteries included.  
Size: Ø 27,8 × 4,8 cm

3262 **Plastic wall clock**
Plastic wall clock with a smooth turning second hand, and two digital functions on the dial plate; an indoor thermometer, and a hygrometer. Batteries included. Sold per 10 pieces.  
Size: Ø 30,2 × 4 cm
1140 ABS calculator
ABS mobile phone-shaped, ten-digit calculator with silver coloured rim, including memory, percentage, and square root calculation functions. Batteries included.
Size: **11,5 × 5,8 × 1 cm**
4488 *ABS calculator*
Plastic eight-digit calculator with rubber sides and automatically opening lid. Batteries included.
Size: 10,3 × 7,5 × 1,2 cm

4501 *ABS calculator*
Plastic eight-digit calculator with LCD screen. Batteries included.
Size: 11,5 × 6,4 × 2 cm

4050 *ABS calculator*
ABS Dual powered eight-digit desk calculator. Batteries included.
Size: 19,4 × 10,6 × 3,6 cm
2413 **PS set square**
Plastic 45° set square.
Size: 15,6 × 7,8 × 0,2 cm

7284 **PS ruler**
Plastic transparent ruler (15 cm) with magnifying glass and protractor.
Size: 18,3 × 4,5 × 0,21 cm

2959 **PS ruler with pencil**
Plastic ruler (30 cm) with two pencils, a plastic sharpener, and eraser.
Size: 3 × 3,9 × 1,6 cm
7705 PVC magnifying glass
PVC credit card size, thin magnifying glass.
Size: 8,5 x 5,5 x 0,1 cm

7707 PVC magnifying glass
PVC magnifying glass, ultra thin.
Size: 8,3 x 5,1 x 0,1 cm

5242 PVC magnifying glass
PVC magnifying glass in a vinyl pouch.
Size: 9,4 x 6 x 0,1 cm
Organize your brain storm.

8005 PU holder with sticky notes
Plastic case holding approximately 1600 self-adhesive memo papers and labels in different colours.
Size: 12,5 × 10,5 × 2,8 cm

1190 ABS paperweight with clips
ABS oval shaped paperweight with magnet. Including metal clips.
Size: 9 × 7 × 2,3 cm
8285  **ABS memo tape dispenser**
Plastic memo tape dispenser. The colours of the memo tape are blue, green, yellow, orange and pink (2.5 m each).
Size: 6,5 × 6,5 × 1,8 cm
8253 **ABS laser pointer**
Plastic (ABS) laser pointer with USB connection.
Size: 13,8 × 1,5 × 1,5 cm

4505 **PS letter opener**
Plastic letter opener with metal cutting edge.
Size: 7 × 5,2 × 0,3 cm
3691 **Metal letter opener**
Metal letter opener. Supplied in a black, laminated presentation box.
Size: 17,4 × 5,1 × 1,5 cm

9142 **Oxford fabric (900D) notebook pouch**
Oxford fabric (900D) notebook pouch with elastic to fit around the cover of a notebook.
Size: 17,5 × 9,5 × 0,3 cm
Work smarter, not harder.
4. Technology

How do you want your customers and business relations to think of your brand? As the solution to everyday problems, like charging a phone battery? Or as the kickstarter to a daily dance party? Technology puts the fun in functional. Give a modern, memorable gift!
2289 **ABS earphones**
ABS in-ear earphones packaged in a plastic case with two spare sets of earbuds. Length of the cable: approx. 100 cm. Size: 6,8 × 6,8 × 1,9 cm

1834 **ABS earphones**
ABS in-ear earphones packaged in a plastic case with phone stand. Length of the cable: approx. 124 cm. Size: Ø 6,8 × 1,7 cm
8536 **ABS earphones**
ABS in-ear earphones with wireless technology, remote control, and microphone for handsfree calls. Length of the cable: approx. 55 cm. Packaged in a pouch with zipper closing. Including micro USB charging cable. Battery life: 3 hours. Size: Ø 8,1 × 3,9 cm

7631 **ABS speaker**
ABS speaker (2W) with wireless technology for music and handsfree calls in the shower, waterresistant. With suction cup to place on smooth surfaces. Battery life: approx. 2 hours. Size: Ø 8,5 × 5,5 cm
**8566 ABS wireless speaker**
ABS speaker with wireless technology. Also functions as a smartphone stand. The 3W speaker has an output of 5V/1A. Battery life: approx. 1 hour. Including charging cable. Size: 5,9 × 5,9 × 6,5 cm

**8680 Aluminium wireless speaker**
Aluminium wireless speaker with light. Rechargeable Li-ion battery of 450 mAh. Output: 3W, 4 Ohm, 5V. Including micro USB cable and 3.5 mm AUX cable. Playing music the battery lasts approx. 2.5 hours, for handsfree calls the battery lasts up to 4,5 hours. Size: Ø 7 × 4,2 cm
8459 Metal speaker
ABS and metal speaker with wireless technology, including volume wheel and buttons for rewind, forward and to switch between wireless mode, MP3 mode and off. Including charging cable (length 50 cm). Battery life of up to 3 hours. Size: Ø 5,8 × 4,9 cm

Find ECO style speakers on page 28
9290 **Plastic LED speaker**

Plastic wireless speaker, with LED and handle. LED lights can change colour. Input 100V – 240V, 50/60Hz. Output: 5V/1A. Waterproof grade IP44, including remote and USB cable. Fully charged battery life: 6 hours.
Size: 18,5 × 21,5 cm
The life of the party.
The light of the party.

**8564 ABS speaker**
ABS speaker with wireless technology and colour changing lights. The speaker has a TF card slot, a USB, and AUX port and several control buttons. USB charging cable included. Battery life up to 3 hours.
Size: Ø 6,1 × 6 cm

**8453 ABS speaker**
ABS speaker with wireless technology and colour changing lights. Input 5V/1A. Battery 3.7V/1500mAh. Speaker 3W. Including a charging cable (USB - micro USB), 100 cm long. Music: 2 hours. Light: 6 hours.
Size: Ø 9 × 12,1 cm
See the results in real time.

9416 ABS smartwatch
ABS and PC smartwatch with TPU wristband and wireless technology. Watch has a 0,96" TFT display and is IP65 waterproof. Functions: time, steps, distance, calories, heartrate, and more. Including USB cable.
Size: 4,4 × 3 × 0,9 cm

9415 ABS smartwatch
ABS and PC smartwatch with TPU wristband and wireless technology. Watch has a 1,54" IPS display and is IP67 waterproof. Functions: time, steps, distance, calories, heartrate, bloodpressure, notifications, phone finder, and more. Including USB cable.
Size: 4,4 × 3,7 × 0,9 cm
9058 ABS power bank
ABS power bank with a capacity of 10,000 mAh. Input DC 5V/1500mA. Output DC 5V/1000mA, 2100mA. LED light indicators. It has two standard USB ports and one micro USB port. Cable included.
Size: 9 × 6,4 × 2,3 cm

Power on the go.
431978 PC and ABS power bank with 7,500 mAh capacity
PC and ABS power bank with 7,500 mAh capacity. The power bank has a USB-C port (input/output: 5V/3A and two USB-A ports (output 5V/2.4A) as well as LED indicators. Packaged in white gift box. Cable not included.
Size: 12.4 × 2.1 × 2 cm

431995 Aluminium power bank with 10,000 mAh
Aluminium alloy and ABS power bank with 10,000 mAh capacity and LED indicators. The power bank has a USB-C port (input 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A, output 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A) and a USB-A port (output 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A). Cable not included.
Size: 14.55 × 1.4 × 7 cm
ABS power bank

ABS power bank with a capacity of 2200mAh, Li-ion battery, input of 5V/1000mA, and output of 5V/1000mA. Including USB - Micro USB cable.
Size: 9.2 x 2.5 x 2.3 cm
7298 **Aluminium power bank**
Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 4,000 mAh, polymer battery, input DC 5V/1000mA, and output DC 5V/1000mA. Including power button LED light indicators and a standard USB and micro USB port. Cable included.
Size: 9,5 × 2,1 × 2,1 cm

4199 **Aluminium power bank**
Aluminium power bank with a capacity of 2,600 mAh, Li-ion battery, input of 5V/1000mA, and output of 5V/1,000mA. Includes a USB/Micro USB cable.
Size: 9,5 × 2,1 × 2,1 cm

7083 **ABS power bank**
ABS power bank with a capacity of 5,000 mAh, Li-polymer battery, input of 5V/1000mA, and output of 1500mA/2100mA/5V. Including 5 blue LED power indication lights and a USB/micro USB cable (approx. 32 cm).
Size: 12,2 × 7,2 × 1 cm
8290 **ABS cable set**
ABS 4-in-1 charging cable set with USB, USB-C, and micro USB. The micro USB plug doubles as a Lightning plug. Packaged in case with mobile phone stand. Cable length: approx. 24 cm. Size: $7 \times 7 \times 1,9$ cm

8489 **ABS cable set**
ABS 2-in-1 charging cable set with USB-C and Lightning in a T-shape. The cable is folded by a magnet. Cable length approx. 11 cm. Size: $11,3 \times 3 \times 0,6$ cm

8478 **ABS cable set**
ABS charging cable set with standard USB, USB-C, and micro USB. Size: $18,5 \times 2,8 \times 1,6$ cm
8454 PS charger
PS charging pad with wireless technology. The bottom has an anti-slip strip. Input DC5V, 1500mA. Including cable (USB / micro USB), 30 cm long.
Size: Ø 7 × 1 cm

9149 ABS charger
ABS charger with wireless technology and USB and micro USB ports. Output of 5V1A wireless and 5V2A for USB. Including cable.
Size: 9 × 9 × 0,9 cm
9355 **Charging cable with phone stand**
Charging cable with phone stand and two plugs: combination plug of micro USB and Lightning and a USB-C plug.
Size: 102 × 1,5 × 0,3 cm

9215 **Aluminium alloy cable set**
Aluminium 3-in-1 charging cable set with USB, USB-C, and micro USB.
Size: 17,8 × 1,4 × 0,6 cm

8450 **ABS cable set**
ABS 3-in-1 charging cable set with USB-C, Lightning, and standard USB.
Each cable is approx. 5,5 cm long and attaches to a holder with opening (Ø 1,8 cm).
Size: 12 × 2,7 × 0,6 cm
432312 **4-in-1 Charging cable set**
4-in-1 Charging cable set with a hook. The set has a USB, USB-C, micro USB, and Lightning plug. After laser engraving, the logo lights up when the cable is in use.
Size: 17,7 × 2,9 × 1 cm

8597 **Nylon charging cable**
Nylon 4-in-1 charging cable set with USB, micro USB, USB-C and Lightning.
Size: 102 × 1,5 × 0,4 cm

709961 **Plastic wireless charger**
Plastic wireless charger and phone stand. The charging pad is adjustable in height. Stand is suitable for both portrait and landscape mode. Rechargeable via micro USB port. Input: 5V2A/9V2A, output: 5V1.3A/9V1.2A.
Size: 8,5 × 6,5 × 7,2 cm
8578  **ABS optical mouse**
ABS wireless optical computer mouse, 2,4GHz. An energy saving mouse with hidden Nano receiver and scroll wheel in the middle. Batteries included.
Size: 11,7 × 5,7 × 2,1 cm
7737 Aluminium USB hub
Aluminium USB hub with four ports. USB version 2.0, output 5V.
Size: 8,9 × 3,6 × 2,3 cm

5957 ABS USB hub
ABS 2.0 USB hub with four colourful ports. Length of the cable: approx. 84 cm.
Size: Ø 7 × 13,8 cm

9005 PP webcam cover
PP webcam cover with double-sided stickers to hold the cover in place. The cover easily slides open and closed.
Size: 4,1 × 1,51 × 0,2 cm
3639 **PP desk fan**  
PP desk fan with a USB cable (approx. 93 cm long).  
Size: 14 × 8,5 × 1,5 cm

3620 **Aluminium computer light**  
Aluminium computer light with five LED lights and 25 cm metal, flexible wire with a USB plug.  
Size: Ø 1,5 × 37,5 cm

7884 **PVC USB fan**  
PVC USB fan, ideal to use with your laptop or power bank.  
Size: 14,2 × 8,5 × 1,5 cm
More memorable with your logo.

9195 ABS USB drive
ABS USB drive 2.0 (32GB) in credit card shape.
Size: 8,6 × 5,4 × 0,3 cm

3486 ABS USB drive (16GB/32GB)
USB drive (16GB/32GB) with twist mechanism to protect the plug.
Shown prices apply to the 32GB version.
Size: 5,7 × 1,8 × 1 cm
7311 ABS smart phone holder
ABS smart phone holder for in the car. Attaches to the air vent. Place the metal plate on the back of the phone (adhesive) and the phone will be held in place by a magnet. 
Size: 4 × 3,6 × 5 cm

6936 ABS mobile phone holder
ABS and HIPS mobile phone holder for in the car. Attaches to the air vent. The brackets can expand to 8,3 cm. 
Size: 9 × 8,7 × 1,8 cm

1165 ABS mobile phone holder
ABS adjustable mobile phone holder for a bicycle. The bracket to hold the mobile phone can be moved in several positions. The holder can be placed on the handlebar and adjusted to fit. 
Size: 6,9 × 7 × 13 cm
0969 **Plastic mobile phone holder**
Plastic adjustable mobile phone holder for in a car, with big suction cup at the bottom for fastening to the dashboard or window. The brackets can expand to 8,1 cm. At the push of a button the brackets will retract.
Size: 1 × 6,7 × 11,2 cm

8969 **ABS mobile phone holder**
ABS mobile phone holder with PVC accents, for in the car. The holder attaches to the air vent and can rotate 360 degrees. Extendable sides to fit different smartphones.
Size: 7,5 × 3,2 × 7,7 cm

9181 **ABS mobile phone holder**
ABS mobile phone holder with flexible bracket that adjusts to the size and position of the phone. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 10,1 × 5 × 3,4 cm
480860 **Antibacterial ABS phone stand**
Antibacterial ABS phone stand and screen cleaner.
Size: 7,7 × 2,5 × 0,4 cm

8842 **ABS tablet and mobile phone holder**
ABS, foldable phone stand with silicone tips. Suitable for both smartphones and tablets.
Size: 13,4 × 4 × 0,5 cm

8152 **ABS mobile phone holder**
ABS mobile phone ring with metal look. Self-adhesive. The ring is 2,5 cm in diameter.
Size: 4,4 × 3,5 × 0,3 cm
**8809 PS mobile phone holder**
PS phone holder
Size: 6 × 5,5 × 5 cm

**7811 PVC pouch for mobile devices**
Plastic water resistant, protective pouch for mobile devices, with closure strip. Including cord (with safety closure) approximately 46 cm long. You can operate the screen of your phone as normal thanks to the special material of the cover.
Size: 26,5 × 11 × 0,1 cm
7572 PET screen cleaning spray
PET lens and screen cleaning spray (30ml) with microfibre cloth. The cloth can be folded into the lid of the container.
Size: Ø 3,5 × 10,2 cm
8371 **Plastic screen cleaner**
Plastic LCD screen cleaner and brush.
Size: 7,6 × 6,6 × 1,5 cm

7739 **ABS tracker**
ABS tracker (incl. separate string) featuring wireless technology to track lost belongings. It can also be used as a remote selfie shutter. You can ping your exact location to relocate where you parked your car. Uses app.
Size: 0,7 × 3,7 cm
Make your brand at home.
5. Kitchen & Home

Make home life even more comfortable with a thoughtful gift: blankets, bottle openers, luxury wine sets, and more. Your logo on a home accessory will make your brand a welcome part of daily life.
8186 **Polyester chenille (285 gr/m²) blanket**

100% Polyester (285 gr/m²) blanket, with extra soft Chenille yarn. The short sides of the blanket have a fringe. Folded and bound with ribbon.

Size: 15 × 12 × 0.2 cm
1761 **Polar fleece (170–180 gr/m²) blanket**

Polar fleece (170–180 gr/m²) blanket with a nylon carry strap. Unfolded size 162 x 125 cm. 

Size: 162 x 125 x 0,1 cm

---

1921 **Fleece (165 g/m²) travel blanket**

Fleece (165 gr/m²) travel blanket with nylon carrying handle, unfolded size +/- 115 cm x 135 cm. 

Size: 135 x 106 x 0,3 cm

---

4290 **Polyester (190 gr/m²) blanket**

100% Polyester micro mink (190 gr/m²), anti-pilling blanket with faux sheep fleece on one side. Folded and bound with ribbon. 

Size: 15 x 118 x 0,5 cm
1361 **Tin with scented candle**
Tin can with scented candle. Aromas: 02/vanilla, 11/coffee and 13/cinnamon.
Size: Ø 4,3 × 4,4 cm

8466 **Nylon (190T) eye mask**
Nylon (190T) eye mask with double elastic bands.
Size: 18 × 8 × 0,1 cm

Smells like home.

Beauty sleep.
7775 Fleece (210 gr/m²) bathrobe
Fleece bathrobe with two sewn-on front pockets. Includes a belt loop in matching material of 178 x 4 cm. Size: 10 × 62 × 0,2 cm
668059 *Polyester and cotton apron*
Polyester and cotton apron with colored bands and front pocket. Includes a bottle opener.
Size: 70 × 80 × 0,2 cm
668074 100% Polyester Apron
100% polyester apron with a bottle opener.
Size: 65 × 67 × 0,2 cm

8066 Split leather apron
Split leather apron with front pocket.
Size: 63 × 0,5 × 83 cm
7600 Cotton (180 gr/m²) apron
Cotton (180 gr/m²) apron.
Size: 90 × 65 × 0,3 cm

6198 Cotton (145 gr/m²) apron
Cotton apron with front pocket (145 gr/m²).
Size: 88,5 × 57 × 0,1 cm

7828 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) apron
Non-woven (80 gr/m²) with design to colour in. Supplied with four felt tip pens.
Size: 64 × 42,4 × 0,2 cm
7635 Cotton and polyester (240 gr/m²) apron
Cotton and polyester (240 g/m²) apron with front pocket with two compartments.
Size: 99 × 7 × 0,2 cm
6728 **PP salad box**
PP salad bowl with lid (1000 ml), a plastic fork on in the lid and a small, salad dressing container with approx. 50 ml capacity.
Size: 23 × 18 × 9,5 cm

---

Find eco friendly kitchen accessories on page 64.
8520 **PP and silicone lunchbox**
PP and silicone lunchbox with a capacity of 850 ml. The inside includes one separator. The closure on the lid doubles as a phone holder.
Size: 19 × 11,5 × 6,5 cm

3675 **PP apple box**
PP storage box for an apple.
Size: Ø 10,7 × 8,9 cm

7844 **AS lunchbox**
AS and PP lunchbox (920 ml) with transparent lid lined with silicone. Including separate, triangular compartment and fork.
Size: 19,5 × 18,7 × 6,5 cm

8296 **PP lunchbox**
PP lunchbox.
Size: 17,5 × 13 × 5 cm
Give more flavor to your meals.

Stainless steel salt and pepper mill
Stainless steel salt and pepper mill.
Size: Ø 2,8 × 15,5 cm
8248 **ABS electric blender**
Food grade ABS and PC electric blender. The cup has a capacity of 320 ml, with six blender blades at the bottom. Charging port: 5V / 1.5A. Battery: 2000mAh / 3.7 V. Motor speed up to 22000 rpm (without load).
Size: Ø 7,8 × 23,5 cm

5865 **Stainless steel kitchen set**
Stainless steel and PP 14-piece kitchen set in a rubber wood block. Including: a pair of scissors, a sharpening tool and 11 different knives.
Size: 16,5 × 11,5 × 33 cm

6545 **ABS mini fridge**
ABS mini fridge with space for six cans. Voltage: DC 12V AC, 100-240V. Cooling capacity: ~20 to ~25 Celsius below ambient temperature (lowest temperature is around ~2 Celsius).
Heating capacity: 50 Celsius.
Size: 25 × 19 × 27 cm
1056 **ABS meat thermometer**
ABS meat thermometer with a cooking and timer function, includes a magnet, stand and hook at the backside. Batteries included.
Size: 92 × 7,2 × 1,9 cm

2634 **Stainless steel temperature gauge**
Stainless steel and plastic temperature gauge for cooking (°C/°F). Batteries included.
Size: 34,5 × 3,7 × 2,5 cm
6516 **ABS kitchen timer**
Plastic kitchen timer with minute and second modes and magnetic back. Batteries included.
Size: $7 \times 5.2 \times 0.9$ cm

6214 **Plastic kitchen timer**
Plastic kitchen timer in the shape of an egg with a 60 minute duration.
Size: $\varnothing 6 \times 7$ cm

4430 **ABS cooking timer**
Plastic kitchen timer with minute and second modes, includes a magnetic back. Batteries included.
Size: $6 \times 6 \times 1.8$ cm
5202 **Stainless steel waiter’s knife**
Stainless steel waiter’s knife, shaped like a parrot.
Size: 12,1 × 2,3 × 1,3 cm

8740 **Stainless steel waiter’s knife**
Stainless steel waiter’s knife. Including: a bottle opener, corkscrew, and foil cutter.
Size: 11 × 3 × 1,1 cm

7240 **Stainless steel waiter’s knife**
Stainless steel and plastic waiter’s knife. Including: two openers, foil cutter, and a corkscrew.
Size: 12 × 3 × 1,4 cm
8571 **Stainless steel stopper**
Stainless steel and silicone champagne stopper. 
Size: 3.9 × 3.7 × 5.4 cm

7591 **Stainless steel bottle opener**
Stainless steel bottle opener in an elegant arched shape. 
Size: 16.5 × 3.6 × 0.2 cm

8657 **ABS electric bottle opener**
ABS electric bottle opener with matt finish. Two silver push buttons operate the opener and the stand doubles as foil cutter. Batteries included. 
Size: Ø 7 × 27 cm
6817 Stainless steel wine gift set
Stainless steel wine set, with a metal waiter’s knife and bottle stopper. Packaged in a black gift box.
Size: 13 × 1 × 2.7 cm
6821 Wooden wine gift set
Wine set in wooden gift box. Including: stainless steel waiter's knife, temperature gauge, bottle stop, and a drip catcher.
Size: 18,5 × 15,5 × 5,5 cm

8589 Stainless steel wine set
Stainless steel wine set, with a waiter's knife and bottle stopper with pouring spout.
Size: 14 × 1 × 3 cm

859] Stainless steel wine set
Stainless steel wine set, including: a bottle stopper, a corkscrew, a dripcatcher, and pouring spout with stopper.
Packaged in an ABS gift box.
Size: Ø 14,9 × 4,1 cm
3739 **PS ice bucket**
PS bottle cooler/ice bucket.
Size: Ø 22,5 × 22,5 cm

1041 **Stainless steel champagne bucket**
Stainless steel champagne bucket.
Size: Ø 22,3 × 20,8 cm

1039 **Stainless steel wine cooler**
Stainless steel wine cooler, double walled.
Size: Ø 12,3 × 18 cm
4680 Stainless steel cocktail set
Stainless steel cocktail set with shaker (350 ml), including an ice tong and a spoon. Packaged in a gift box.
Size: 26,5 × 24 × 9 cm
6984 **ABS pull light**
ABS pull light with a PVC light bulb (1W) LED light. Packaged in a white box. Batteries included. Size: Ø 5.5 × 15.7 cm
1116 **ABS nurse watch**
ABS nurse watch, with a rectangle, printable plate with a safety pin. Batteries included.
Size: 8,5 × 4 × 1,3 cm

6548 **ABS BMI tape measure**
Plastic BMI tape measure (1,5 m), with a white stop button, includes a weight (kg) and height (m) indicator on the front. For promotional purposes.
Size: 6,2 × 5,4 × 1,9 cm

6559 **ABS BMI tape measure**
Plastic BMI tape measure (1,5 m), with a white stop button, includes a weight (kg) and height (m) indicator on the front. For promotional purposes.
Size: 6,7 × 6,5 × 1,7 cm
2731 Aluminium photo frame
Aluminium photo frame with a 10 x 15cm (4” x 6”) photo size. Can be used both horizontally and vertically.
Size: 20,5 × 16 × 1 cm

3836 PU shoe polish set
Luxury five-piece shoe polish set in a deluxe soft feel PU case includes a shoe horn, brush, shoe shine, neutral shoe polish and a cloth.
Size: Ø 7 × 16,6 cm
G201 **ABS thermometer**
ABS thermometer with LCD display and a suction cup. Examines the temperature of the environment automatically six times per minute. Batteries included.
Size: 6,5 × 3 × 1,7 cm
Brand awareness, one sip at a time.
6. Bottles & Mugs

Water bottles, thermos flasks, coffee to-go cups, and classic mugs. Have your employees and visitors enjoy the office coffee from branded mugs, or give away personalized bottles for on the go. All sustainable alternatives to throwaway plastic bottles and single-use cups.

Sports bottles to refresh and thermos bottles for comfort.
Make a classic personal with your name.

7462 Porcelain mug
Porcelain photo-mug (325 ml), dishwasher safe (sold per 12 pieces). This item is especially suitable for sublimation print (printing from 24 pieces).
Size: Ø 7,4 × 9,5 cm
3179 **Porcelain cup and saucer**
Porcelain cup and saucer (230 ml) (sold per six pieces, printing from 24 pieces).
Size: Ø 9 × 6 cm

3177 **Porcelain cup and saucer**
Porcelain cup and saucer (80 ml). Sold per six pieces and printing form 48 pieces.
Size: Ø 6,1 × 5 cm

2848 **Ceramic mug**
Ceramic mug (170 ml) (sold per 48 pieces).
Size: Ø 7 × 7,7 cm
2880 **Ceramic mug**
Stoneware mug (300 ml) with a black panel for drawing.
Including a piece of chalk (sold per 36 pieces).
Size: Ø 8 × 9,4 cm
1124 Porcelain mug
New bone China mug (350 ml) (sold per 48 pieces).
Size: Ø 8 × 10,4 cm

2855 Ceramic mug with spoon
Ceramic coffee mug with integrated spoon (300 ml) (sold per 36 pieces).
Size: Ø 8,5 × 10 cm

2834 Porcelain mug
Porcelain mug (250 ml) (sold per 12 pieces, printing from 24 pieces).
Size: Ø 7,9 × 9,8 cm
8227 **Stainless steel, double walled travel mug**
Stainless steel thermos mug (350 ml), double walled. The lid has a silicone ring, the underside of the mug is anti-slip. Size: Ø 9,5 × 9,5 cm

8245 **Stainless steel double walled mug**
Stainless steel, double walled travel mug (200 ml). The handle functions as a carabiner. Size: Ø 6,8 × 7,9 cm
4658 Stainless steel and AS double walled mug
Stainless steel and AS double walled thermos mug (400 ml), double walled.
Size: Ø 8,4 × 11,8 cm

4665 Stainless steel double walled mugs
Set of two stainless steel double walled, thermos mugs (200 ml), double walled.
Size: Ø 7,3 × 9,2 cm
Enjoy a warm drink, wherever, whenever.

4668 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel thermos flask (1000 ml), double walled.
Size: Ø 8 × 33.2 cm
6536 **Stainless steel bottle**
Stainless steel and PP bottle (750 ml). Including carabiner.
Size: Ø 7,1 × 25,3 cm

6535 **Stainless steel double walled flask**
Stainless steel thermos bottle (500 ml), double walled. With plastic cap, foldable drinking spout and interior straw. Packed in a white gift box.
Size: Ø 7,1 × 27,3 cm

709888 **Enamel drinking mug (350 ml)**
Enamel drinking mug (350 ml) with stainless steel edge. Individually packaged in a brown cardboard box.
Size: Ø 8 × 11,3 cm
4678 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel thermos flask (500 ml) and two stainless steel mugs (260 ml), double walled. Supplied in a nylon carry case with carry strap.
Size: 27 × 18,5 × 8 cm

4617 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel thermos flask (500 ml), double walled.
Size: Ø 6,9 × 24,4 cm

4659 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel thermos flask (750 ml), double walled. Supplied in blue nylon (600D) case with a carry strap.
Size: Ø 8,2 × 31 cm
Warm comfort on the go.

4666 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel thermos flask (500 ml) and two stainless steel mugs (300 ml), double walled. Packed in a deluxe gift box.
Size: 3 × 23,5 × 8 cm
427380 **Stainless steel thermos bottle (450 ml) with LED display**
Stainless steel thermos flask (450 ml), double walled, with stainless steel tea infuser and LED display on the top of the cap that shows the temperature of the contents. The temperature is displayed when the LED display is tapped.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 23 cm

8417 **PP and stainless steel mug**
Stainless steel and PP thermos cup (450 ml). The lid has a drinking opening with cap.
Size: Ø 9 × 22,5 cm
3751 Stainless steel double walled flask
Stainless steel, double walled thermos flask (500 ml) with a silicone band. The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve.
Size: Ø 8,3 × 18,5 cm

6533 Stainless steel double walled travel mug
Stainless steel, double walled thermos cup (450 ml) with plastic interior and push button on the cap, supplied in a white gift box.
Size: Ø 8,3 × 2 cm

709939 Stainless steel drinking mug (450 ml)
Stainless steel drinking mug (450 ml) with lid, double walled. Lid has a sliding opening for drinking. Anti-slip bottom. Individually packaged in a brown cardboard box.
Size: 8 × 17,5 cm
4603 Stainless steel travel mug
Stainless steel and PP thermos mug (420 ml), double walled. The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve. Size: Ø 8 × 18 cm

A travel mug to take your brand to a higher level.
4980 **Stainless steel mug**
Stainless steel mug (330 ml) with a PP lid and handle. The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 16,5 cm

3481 **PP and stainless steel travel mug**
Stainless steel and PP mug (500 ml). The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve.
Size: Ø 8 × 18,4 cm
668115 Stainless steel double-walled mug
Stainless steel double-walled mug (380ml). The lid has a drinking opening with closure.
Size: Ø 8,5 × 13,3 cm

668130 Stainless steel double-walled drinking bottle
Stainless steel double-walled drinking bottle (500 ml) with bamboo screw cap.
Size: Ø 7 × 21,5 cm
8385 Stainless steel double walled cup
Stainless steel thermos cup (300 ml), double walled. The outer wall is stainless steel, the inner wall is plastic. The screw-on lid is leakproof and has a drinking opening with cap. The bottom of the cup is anti-slip.
Size: Ø 6,7 × 13,9 cm
8435 PP and stainless steel mug
Stainless steel and PP cup (325 ml). The lid has a drinking opening that closes with a sliding valve.
Size: Ø 8,3 × 12,9 cm
7789 **Stainless steel mug**
Stainless steel thermos flask (460 ml), double walled. The lid has a drinking opening with cap.
Size: Ø 6,9 × 23 cm

8240 **Stainless steel mug**
Stainless steel thermos cup (300 ml), double walled. The lid has a drinking opening with cap.
Size: Ø 7,2 × 16,2 cm
9232 Aluminium water bottle (750 ml)
Aluminium water bottle (750 ml) with plastic cap and carabiner. Especially suitable for photo quality sublimation print. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 7.3 × 24.5 cm
7552 **Aluminium bottle**
Aluminium water flask (400 ml) with carabiner. It is recommended to use only for cold water.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 17 cm

8695 **Aluminium flask**
Aluminium flask (750 ml) with carabiner and key ring. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 7,3 × 25 cm
7509 Aluminium bottle
Aluminium drinking bottle (650 ml) with plastic cap. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 7,2 × 21,5 cm

8656 Aluminium bottle
Aluminium bottle (600 ml) with plastic cap and a silicone strap attached to the cap. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 21,5 cm

8408 Aluminium bottle
Aluminium bottle (750 ml) with plastic cap. The cap has a foldable drinking spout and the bottle includes an interior straw. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 7,3 × 24 cm
9303 **Aluminium bottle (650 ml)**
Aluminium bottle (650 ml) with glossy finish, PS transparent coloured cap and matching silicone band. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 23 × 6,5 cm

9305 **Aluminium bottle (650 ml)**
Aluminium bottle (650 ml) with matt finish, PS transparent coloured cap and matching silicone band. Only suitable for cold water.
Size: Ø 23 × 6,5 cm
5233 Stainless steel bottle
Stainless steel bottle (600 ml). With plastic cap and foldable drinking spout. (Outside stainless steel 201 / inside stainless steel 304)
Size: Ø 7 × 22.5 cm
7551 PS and stainless steel bottle
Stainless steel and ABS bottle (800 ml) with a foldable spout, cap and removable carry ring.
Size: Ø 6,7 × 25,6 cm

8183 AS bottle
AS bottle (650 ml) with transparent body and solid coloured cap.
Size: Ø 6,8 × 25,6 cm
8225 **AS bottle**
AS bottle (650 ml) with stainless steel screw cap and bottom.
Size: Ø 7 × 23,5 cm

9187 **Stainless steel bottle (750 ml)**
Stainless steel bottle (750 ml), single walled. Especially suitable for photo quality sublimation print.
Size: Ø 7,4 × 26 cm

9295 **Stainless steel bottle (500 ml)**
Stainless steel bottle (500 ml), double walled. Especially suitable for photo quality sublimation print.
Size: Ø 7,1 × 25,2 cm
662819 **Aluminum drinking bottle**
Aluminum drinking bottle (500 ml) with stainless steel screw cap.
Size: Ø 6.6 × 22.5 cm

8223 **Stainless steel double walled flask**
Stainless steel bottle (500 ml), double walled.
Size: Ø 7.5 × 25.7 cm

8528 **Stainless steel bottle (650 ml)**
Stainless steel bottle (650 ml), single walled.
Size: Ø 7 × 26.5 cm
709800 **Stainless steel bottle (700 ml)**
Stainless steel drinking bottle (700 ml) with bamboo band. Individually packaged in a kraft paper box.
Size: 26 × 7 × 7 cm

709148 **Tritan bottle (800 ml)**
Tritan bottle (800 ml) with stainless steel bottom and cap with stainless steel and bamboo, including a rotatable handle. Individually packaged in a brown cardboard box.
Size: Ø 7 × 26,5 cm
Find more eco bottles on page 38 - 41.
8161 Tritan bottle
Tritan bottle (850 ml) with metal bottom and metal on the top of the screw cap.
Size: Ø 7,2 × 24,8 cm

8971 Tritan bottle
Tritan bottle (700 ml) with foldable drinking spout and straw and silicone rings for extra grip.
Size: Ø 7,4 × 23,2 cm
8697 **Tritan bottle**
Tritan bottle (700 ml) with fruit infuser. The cap has a drink opening.
Size: Ø 7,1 × 25 cm

8941 **Tritan bottle**
Tritan bottle (500 ml), leakproof. The cap is made of stainless steel and has a wrist cord.
Size: Ø 6,5 × 19,9 cm
Your brand is the boss at the gym.

7584 HDPE bottle
100% recyclable plastic (HDPE) bottle (500 ml) with drinking spout.
Size: Ø 6,8 × 19,2 cm
4227 PP and PE protein shaker
PP and PE protein shaker (700 ml) with a sieve and a lid with drinking opening. Including milliliter scale on one side and ounces on the other.
Size: Ø 9,7 × 21 cm

8991 AS bottle
AS bottle (600 ml) with water spray function.
Size: Ø 6,4 × 24,5 cm
3878 **PET drinking cup**  
PET foldable cup (220 ml) with compartment for pills/sugar etc. and carabiner.  
Size: Ø 6.8 × 8.5 cm

7567 **PP bottle**  
PP foldable bottle (420 ml) with drinking spout and carabiner. All colours are transparent except white (02) and silver (32).  
Size: 26.5 × 11.9 × 3.1 cm

9301 **Glass bottle (500 ml) with neoprene sleeve**  
Glass bottle (500 ml) with neoprene sleeve. The metal cap has a wrist band attached. Only for cold beverages.  
Size: Ø 6.7 × 21.5 cm
5984 Glass mason jar
Glass mason drinking jar (480 ml). Including lid with plastic straw (sold per 32 pieces).
Size: Ø 7,8 × 13,3 cm

2153 Glass beverage dispenser
Glass beverage dispenser (6,3 l) with spout and metal stand.
Size: Ø 21,5 × 44 cm
8909 **Stainless steel hip flask**
Stainless steel hip flask (100 ml) with matt finish. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 7 × 2 × 11,5 cm

7679 **Stainless steel hip flask**
Stainless steel hip flask (240 ml) with screw cap. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 9,5 × 2,1 × 13,8 cm
2807 Stainless steel hip flask
Stainless steel drinking set with hip flask (220 ml), four cups (30 ml), and a funnel. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 9,3 × 2,9 × 13 cm
Get out there!
A morning run, a day at the beach, an overnight camping trip? Whatever the outdoor activity is, we have the products for your customers to take with them, Bicycle lights, safety vests, ice scrapers, caps, barbecue sets, and travel accessories. They are prepared for any surprise the outdoors has in store for them.

Go outside and be seen. The opportunities are yours for the taking.
9507 Vinyl poncho
Vinyl poncho in a polybag.
Size: 104 × 122 × 0,4 cm

9504 PE poncho
PE foldable transparent poncho in a polybag.
Size: 103 × 126,5 × 0,1 cm
Find eco poncho’s on page 87.

9137 PVC poncho
PVC Poncho in an ABS plastic ball with a snap hook attachment.
Size: 120 × 90 × 0,1 cm
7246 **ABS safety light**
ABS safety light with COB LED lights in both white and red. With strong magnets, the front and back are connected by a silicone strap. Batteries included.
Size: 7,3 × 2,9 × 1,9 cm

3447 **Plastic and silicone bicycle light**
Plastic bicycle light with two LEDs and two blinking options. With silicone strap. Batteries included.
Size: 10,5 × 4 × 1,1 cm

8755 **PP safety light**
PP Safety light with carabiner hook. Batteries included.
Size: 6,8 × 3,4 × 1,3 cm

7273 **ABS bicycle light**
ABS bicycle light with three LED lights in the front and one LED light on the top. With silicone strap. Batteries included.
Size: 12,1 × 3,1 × 1,1 cm
8105 ABS safety light
ABS heart-shaped flashing safety light with a clip attachment. Batteries included.
Size: 5 × 4,9 × 1,14 cm
6289 ABS bicycle lights
Set of two ABS mini bicycle lights, each with LED light. Packaged in transparent case. Batteries included.
Size: 9,4 × 4,3 × 2 cm

8219 ABS safety light
ABS safety light with two settings: constant and blinking. Comes with a clip to attach the light.
Size: 5,6 × 2,8 × 1,8 cm

8170 ABS bicycle light
ABS and PC rechargeable bicycle light, detachable from the holder. The COB LED lights have four different settings. The light has a silicone strap and is chargeable via micro USB port. Cable included.
Size: 7 × 1,8 × 1,6 cm
1424 ABS reflective strips
Set of ten reflective strips for bicycle spikes.
Size: 13.3 × 13.3 × 0.8 cm

4856 ABS bicycle lights
Set of two ABS bicycle lights, the front light has 5 LED lights and 3 functions and the rear red light has 4 LED lights with 7 flashing functions. Batteries included.
Size: 3.6 × 9.8 × 6.7 cm

8457 ABS bicycle light
ABS and aluminium COB bicycle light with USB charger. Light has four settings: steady, dimmed, rapid blinking, and slow blinking. Attaches to the handlebar.
Size: 2.9 × 2.2 × 8.2 cm
434119 **Bicycle tire repair set in plastic case**
Bicycle tire puncture repair set in plastic case, tire levers, grater, self-adhesive patches, and valve rubber.
Size: 12,5 × 3,5 × 2,8 cm

7251 **Aluminium bicycle bell**
Aluminium bicycle bell.
Size: Ø 5,2 × 4,7 cm
709923 **ABS LED flashlight and speaker**
ABS LED flashlight, wireless speaker, and emergency power bank in one. Including bicycle mount and charging cable (USB to USB). Wireless version V5.0.
Size: Ø 3,5 × 15 × 3,5 cm

6337 **Polyester (190T) bicycle seat cover**
Polyester (190T) bicycle cover with PU interior coating to make it water repellent.
Size: 25,5 × 17,5 × 6 cm
6024 *Nylon (500D) and PVC reflective strap with lights*

PVC reflective strap with four red led lights and Velcro strip. Batteries included. For promotional use only.
Size: 42 × 2,5 × 0,3 cm

6084 *PVC arm band*

PVC neon snap arm band. For promotional use only.
Size: 34 × 2,9 × 0,2 cm

8288 *Elastane arm band*

Elastane safety arm band with two reflective stripes, for promotional use. The strap closes with Velcro.
Size: 32 × 5 × 0,7 cm
6670 **Polyester (75D) safety vest**
100% Polyester V-shaped neon safety jacket for children. For promotional use only.
Size: 36 × 27 × 0,4 cm

7911 **Nylon (600D) safety vest**
Nylon and polyester safety vest. The fluorescent mesh vest has reflective areas and three lights at the front and back. Batteries included. For promotional use.
Size: 48 × 39,5 × 0,4 cm
Maximize visibility.

5492 Polyester (190T) backpack cover
100% Polyester, neon safety cover for backpacks with two reflective stripes. Elastic to fit different sizes. For promotional use only.
Size: 73,5 × 35,5 × 0,1 cm
6542 Polyester (75D) safety jacket
100% Polyester neon safety jacket for children. For promotional use.
Size: 47 × 37 × 0,2 cm

6541 Polyester (150D) safety jacket
100% Polyester (150D) neon safety jacket. M= 66 x 60 cm (LxW),
XL= 73 x 67 cm (LxW), XXL= 75 x 72 cm (LxW).
Size: 63,5 × 60 × 0,3 cm
The best friend on frosty mornings.

B761 PS ice scraper
PS ice scraper.
Size: 11,9 × 11 × 0,2 cm
5816 **PS ice scraper**
PS ice scraper with frosted look.
Size: 22,1 × 10,8 × 1,2 cm

5815 **PP ice scraper**
PP ice scraper with a solid colour handle.
Size: 20,2 × 7,5 × 2,2 cm

9226 **PC ice scraper**
PC ice scraper with EVA handle.
Size: 33,1 × 11,6 × 3,2 cm
The regular ice scraper made better: with a glove and your logo.
5817 **ABS ice scraper and polyester glove**  
ABS ice scraper in a polyester (210D) glove.  
Size: 27,5 × 16 × 1,5 cm

5807 **ABS ice scraper and polyester glove**  
ABS ice scraper in a polyester glove with black fleece lining.  
Size: 36 × 15 × 3,8 cm

5961 **ABS ice scraper and snow brush**  
ABS ice scraper with snow brush and a telescopic handle, extendable to a length of 100 cm.  
Size: 113,5 × 16 × 4 cm
6621 Plastic 2-in-1 parking disc
Plastic parking disc and ice scraper with three plastic shopping trolley coins in the back.
Size: 15,6 × 11,9 × 0,6 cm
8722 PVC parking disc
Plastic parking disc.
Size: 12,8 × 10,3 × 0,3 cm

668195 ABS seat belt cutter
ABS seat belt cutter. To be attached to the belt.
Size: 10,4 × 5,4 × 1,1 cm

9513 Nylon windsreen cover
Nylon windsreen cover supplied in a matching pouch. 200 cm x 70 cm unfolded.
Size: 192 × 68,5 × 0,5 cm
7836 polyester (600D) car wash set
Six-piece car wash set in Polyester (600D) bag. Including: collapsible bucket with metal handle, micro fibre cloth, sponge, washing mitt, and squeegee.
Size: Ø 26 × 8 cm

5300 Polyester (600D) car wash set
Three-piece carwash set in polyester (600D) pouch. Including: regular sponge, netted sponge, and microfibre towel.
Size: 25,5 × 22 × 7,5 cm
2126 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) car organizer
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) foldable car organizer with two long carry handles, two carry handles, a front pocket, and a matching cardboard bottom.
Size: 34 × 24 × 28 cm

2573 Polyester (600D) car organizer
Polyester (600D) foldable car organizer with mesh pockets and two large compartments.
Size: 49 × 32 × 28 cm
9114 Cotton cap
100% Cotton cap with five panels, sandwich peak, and a Velcro fastening.
Size: Ø 19 × 13 cm

9120 Cotton twill cap
100% Cotton twill cap with six panels and sandwich peak, with a Velcro fastening.
Size: Ø 19 × 13 cm

9128 Cotton twill cap
Cotton twill cap with five panels and an adjustable plastic fastening.
Size: Ø 18 × 1 cm
3826 **Cotton sun hat**
100% Cotton sun hat.
Size: Ø 24 × 14 cm

1741 **Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie**
Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie.
Size: 28 × 22 × 15,5 cm

6735 **Acrylic beanie**
Acrylic beanie, including a label on the front for printing purposes.
Size: Ø 20,5 × 21 cm
8499 Polyester fleece (240 gr/m²) 2-in-1 beanie
Polyester fleece (240 gr/m²) neck warmer which can also be worn as a beanie. The 2-in-1 item can be turned into a beanie by closing one end with the cord.
Size: 30 × 30 × 0,5 cm

8282 Acrylic beanie
Acrylic beanie with a COB light with three brightness settings. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 19 × 22 cm

9413 Multifunctional polyester scarf and mask
Multifunctional polyester cooling scarf, great for outdoor sports and events, cyclists, and bikers. The polyester is highly elastic and breathable. Can be worn in multiple ways: as a neck scarf, head scarf, mask, headband, hairband, wristband, and more.
Size: 25,5 × 0,1 × 35,5 cm
1743 Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) scarf
Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) scarf.
Size: 15 × 25 × 0,1 cm

5350 Polyester gloves
Pair of polyester gloves with three tips (thumb, index finger, and middle finger) suitable for capacitive screens.
Size: 22,5 × 13 × 1,9 cm

1745 Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie and scarf
Polyester fleece (200 gr/m²) beanie and scarf.
Size: 145 × 24 × 0,2 cm
6538 Stainless steel tongs
Stainless steel food tongs with a nylon blade and TPR handle.
Size: 33,3 × 3,5 × 2,7 cm

5460 Stainless steel barbecue set
Stainless steel, three-piece barbecue tool set in nonwoven carry pouch. Including: a spatula, tongs and fork.
Size: 4 × 12 × 4 cm

6703 Stainless steel barbecue set
Stainless steel, four-piece barbecue set in a nylon zipper pouch with carrying straps. Including: a long brush, a tong, a meat fork, and a spatula.
Size: 48 × 15 × 4,8 cm
2637 **Stainless steel barbecue set**
Stainless steel, three-piece barbecue set in an aluminium case, including: spatula, fork and tongs.
Size: $37 \times 1 \times 8$ cm

2617 **Stainless steel barbecue set**
Stainless steel barbecue set in aluminium case, including: eight skewers, four spits, brush, soft brush, carving knife, carving fork, spatula with cutting knife and tongs.
Size: $5 \times 26 \times 8$ cm
7400 **Nylon (600D) apron with barbecue set**
Nylon (600D) apron with stainless steel three-piece barbecue set, including: a spatula, fork and tongs with wooden handles. Size: 78 × 42 × 1,5 cm

2631 **Stainless steel barbecue set**
Nylon apron (600D) with stainless steel, five-piece barbecue set, including: carving fork, spatula, tongs, and salt and pepper set. Size: 48 × 43,5 × 4,5 cm
Brighten up the night.

**8196 ABS camp light**
ABS retractable camp light with three COB light strips and metal arms. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 7 × 14 cm

**709255 ABS lantern**
ABS outdoor lantern with three light modes: bright light, dimmed light, and colour changing light (automatically cycling through all colours). Batteries included.
Size: 5,6 × 5,6 × 11,7 cm
**ABS 6-in-1 survival tool**

ABS multifunctional survival tool. Including: whistle, compass, thermometer (°F), a light, mirror, magnifying glass and cord with safety closure.

Size: 10.8 × 4.8 × 2.4 cm
3786 **Aluminium binoculars**
Aluminium and rubber binoculars (8 x 21 magnification), supplied in a black nylon pouch.
Size: 10,2 × 9 × 2,6 cm

6528 **Plastic binoculars**
Plastic and rubber binoculars (4 x 30 magnification), includes a cleaning cloth and nylon pouch with belt loop.
Size: 11,5 × 8,3 × 4,5 cm

6527 **Plastic binoculars**
Plastic and rubber binoculars (10 x 42 magnification), IPD adjustment, a cleaning cloth and nylon pouch.
Size: 14,5 × 11,5 × 4,5 cm
3167 **ABS luggage tag**
Plastic luggage tag in the shape of a suitcase.
Size: 7,8 × 5,4 × 0,4 cm
9197 **ABS travel adapter**
ABS travel adapter, suitable worldwide. 
Size: 6,4 × 6 × 4,6 cm

3129 **Aluminium luggage tag**
Aluminium luggage tag with a metal cord fastening. 
Size: 8,5 × 3,8 × 0,5 cm

3132 **Polystyrene luggage tag**
Plastic luggage tag with adjustable strap. Label: 4 × 7 cm. 
Size: 8,7 × 5 × 0,4 cm

6443 **ABS luggage scale**
ABS digital luggage scale with an on/off button and a wrist strap. Batteries included. Minimum capacity of 1 kg, maximum capacity 40 kg. 
Size: 10,1 × 3,7 × 2,6 cm
8191 **PET cosmetic travel kit**
PET travel kit for cosmetics. The kit consists of three transparent spray bottles, a pipette, spatula, and two round containers. Stored in a transparent PP case.
Size: 12,2 × 9,5 × 3 cm

7772 **PETG travel kit**
PETG travel kit which includes two 100 ml bottles, two 50 ml bottles, two 10 ml containers, and a small spatula.
Size: 20,5 × 18 × 4 cm
7482 **Suede travel pillow**
Suede 2-in-1 travel pillow with polyfoam beads. The pillow can be transformed from a round neck pillow into a rectangular pillow by using the zipper.
Size: 33 × 22,5 × 11 cm

9651 **Velour travel cushion**
Inflatable velour travel cushion in velour pouch.
Size: 4 × 25 × 7 cm
The best selling sunglasses.

9672 **PC and PVC sunglasses**
Plastic, classic fashion sunglasses with UV400 protection.
Size: 15 × 14 × 4,6 cm
7826 **PC sunglasses**
Plastic sunglasses with UV400 protection and mirrored glass.
Size: 14,5 × 14,5 × 4,5 cm

9346 **Plexiglass sunglasses with country flag**
Plexiglass sunglasses with UV400 protection.
Country flag on the glasses.
Size: 14,3 × 14,2 × 4,6 cm

7577 **PP sunscreen stick**
Sunscreen stick with SPF 30 protection, easy to apply, not greasy and water resistant.
Size: 3,7 × 1,8 × 7,5 cm

7575 **PE sunscreen lotion bottle**
Sunscreen lotion (60 ml) SPF 30 protection, in a tube with carabiner.
Size: 4,7 × 2,2 × 12,5 cm
8580 Paper hand fan
Paper hand fan with plastic handle. Diameter 17 cm.
Size: 26,5 × 17 × 0,3 cm

9001 Paper hand held fan
Foldable paper hand fan with plastic grip.
Size: 26,5 × 24 × 1 cm

6510 Fabric hand held fan
Fabric hand fan.
Size: 41,5 × 22,5 × 2 cm
A day at the beach is not complete without…

7247 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) beach mat
Nonwoven foldable beach mat with matching carry strap. To be closed with a zipper when folded: 2.5 x 71 cm.
Size: 18 x 6 x 0,1 cm

8289 Microfiber (160 gr/m²) beach towel
Microfiber (160 gr/m²) round beach towel.
Size: Ø 160 x 0,2 cm
Hang in there.

7870 Polyester canvas hammock
Polyester canvas hammock without wooden rims. Includes a bag for storage.
Size: 19 × 8 × 0,5 cm

7892 Polyester canvas hammock
Polyester canvas hammock with wooden rims. Includes a bag for storage.
Size: 19 × 8 × 2 cm
2138 **EVA knee cushion and gloves**
EVA foam knee cushion and two gloves (one size fits most) with silicon dots on the palm for extra grip.
Size: 34,5 × 16 × 1,8 cm

8179 **Fleece (150 gr/m²) picnic blanket**
Fleece picnic blanket with waterproof PEVA underside and sponge filling. When folded up the blanket has an easy carry handle.
Size: 147 × 134 × 0,2 cm

7604 **HDPE ice pack**
100% Recyclable plastic (HDPE) ice pack with cooling gel. Reusable by placing it in the freezer. HDPE is perfectly suitable for recycling after the ice pack has served its purpose for a longer period of time.
Size: 12 × 7,7 × 2,9 cm
8943 EVA phone arm band
EVA phone phone holder arm band with Velcro closing
Size: 17 × 1 × 1 cm

8173 Neoprene mobile phone holder
Neoprene and PU mobile phone holder arm band with three LED lights on either side of the cover. Light settings: steady, fast blinking and slow blinking. The arm band has a Velcro close.
Size: 45 × 18,5 × 0,4 cm
Visibility means safety.

**5367 ABS and silicone shoe clip**
ABS and silicone shoe clip, with a red LED light with 2 blinking functions, and an on/off button. Batteries included. Size: 8,5 × 6 × 3 cm

**3283 Silicone arm strap**
Silicone arm strap with two LEDs and blinking functions, to be fastened with an elastic Velcro band. Batteries included. Size: 18,4 × 3,6 × 1,3 cm

**0960 ABS and silicone wrist band**
ABS and silicone wrist band, with white LED with two blinking functions. Batteries included. Size: Ø 6,1 × 2,3 × 5,1 cm
8498 **ABS pedometer**
Pedometer with silicone wristband. Records steps (up to 99,999), calories, and distance (miles/km). Batteries included. DC:1.5V.
Size: 5 × 2,9 × 1,5 cm

9412 **Set of five fitness elastics in polyester (210D) drawstring bag**
Fitness set in a polyester (210D) bag. Includes five latex fitness elastics, each with a different resistance. Use the carabiners on the nylon (600D) straps to attach handles or attachments.
Size: 30 × 33,5 × 0,2 cm

7872 **PS stopwatch**
Digital plastic stopwatch with nylon neck cord. Batteries included.
Size: 7,3 × 5,2 × 2,4 cm
Maximum results.

7861 **Rubber training strap**  
Elastic fitness training strap with black foam handles (10 cm).  
Size: 4 × 10,1 × 3 cm

9411 **Set of three elastic sports bands**  
Set of three elastic sports bands, each with different resistance.  
Set packaged in plastic box.  
Size: 11,7 × 7,5 × 1,8 cm
Bad weather?
Good promotion!
8. Umbrellas

Umbrellas are more than just a practical gift. They are colourful and inventive, like our reversible umbrellas and even one that has a speaker in the handle. Make rainy days fun. All our umbrellas look even better with your logo.

Stormproof, automatic, foldable, reversible.
Never leave home without a foldable umbrella.

4092 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T), foldable umbrella with eight panels and Velcro fastening. Including nylon sleeve.
Size: Ø 93,5 × 55 cm
4055 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T) foldable umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and wooden handle. Including nylon sleeve.
Size: Ø 99 × 58 × 4,2 × 25,5 cm

9255 Polyester (170T) umbrella
Polyester (170T) automatic open and close umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft and frame, plastic handle with rubber finish. Stormproof.
Size: Ø 99 × 55,2 cm
4939 **Pongee (190T) umbrella**
Pongee (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Opens and closes automatically. Metal frame and plastic handle. Stormproof.
Size: Ø 97 × 54 cm

8979 **Pongee (190T) umbrella**
Pongee (190T) foldable and reversible umbrella with eight panels. Opens and closes automatically. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle, including sleeve.
Size: Ø 104 × 60 cm
9249 **Pongee (190T) umbrella with speaker**

Pongee (190T) automatic, foldable umbrella with eight panels. Opens and closes automatically. Metal frame and plastic handle. The handle has an integrated, wireless speaker. Input charging DC5V/1A, 3 Watt. 300 mAh battery. Battery life up to 2 hours.

Size: Ø 104 × 63,4 cm
**8913 Pongee (190T) umbrella**

Pongee (190T) automatic open and close, foldable umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft and ribs, and wooden handle. Including nylon sleeve.

Size: Ø 96 × 55 cm

---

**8891 Pongee umbrella**

Pongee (190T) automatic, foldable umbrella with eight panels. Plastic handle and metal and fibreglass frame.

Size: Ø 88,6 × 56 cm
**8795 Pongee umbrella**

Pongee (190T) foldable umbrella with six panels. Metal shaft, ribs and handle. Including nylon sleeve.
Size: Ø 9 × 5 cm

---

**9256 Pongee (190T) umbrella**

Pongee (190T) automatic open and close umbrella with nine panels. The back of the umbrella is extended to keep a backpack dry. Metal shaft and frame. Including pongee sleeve.
Size: Ø 118,5 × 6 cm
9066 Pongee (190T) umbrella
Pongee (190T) automatic, foldable umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft, fibreglass ribs, and faux leather covered handle. Including nylon sleeve.
Size: Ø 101 × 64.5 cm

7964 Pongee umbrella
Pongee, foldable and automatic storm umbrella with eight panels. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle. Including sleeve.
Size: Ø 97 × 54 cm
**8825 Pongee (190T) umbrella**
Pongee (190T) foldable umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft and ribs and PVC handle. Including nylon sleeve.
Size: Ø 9 × 6 cm

**9258 Pongee (190T) umbrella**
Pongee (190T) umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft and ribs. Including pongee pouch that unfolds into a shopping bag.
Size: Ø 95 × 55 cm
4136 **Nylon (190T) umbrella**

Nylon (190T) umbrella. Metal frame and wooden handle and shaft. Double canopy.

Size: Ø 102 × 11,5 × 88,5 cm
9224 **Polyester (170T) umbrella**
Polyester (170T) foldable umbrella with eight panels. Metal shaft and plastic handle. Double layered canopy, including sleeve.
Size: Ø 99 × 55,3 cm

8883 **Pongee (190T) umbrella**
Pongee (190T) reversible and automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle. Double canopy.
Size: Ø 111 × 80 cm
4058 **Polyester (190T) umbrella**

Polyester (190T) umbrella with 16 different coloured panels. 
Metal frame and wooden handle. 
Size: Ø 128,5 × 99 cm
6487 POE umbrella
POE automatic umbrella. Metal frame and plastic handle.
Push button close.
Size: Ø 92 × 73 cm

7962 PVC umbrella
PVC umbrella with eight panels. Aluminium and fibreglass frame and plastic handle. Push button close.
Size: Ø 90 × 94 cm
5238 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and plastic handle.
Size: Ø 107 × 84.5 cm

4096 Polyester (210T) umbrella
Automatic polyester (210T) umbrella with eight panels. Silver coloured underside. Metal frame and foam handle. Push button close.
Size: Ø 101.5 × 85.2 cm

8982 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle.
Size: Ø 102 × 83 cm
Rain can’t ruin your day.
9254 **Pongee (190T) storm umbrella**

Pongee (190T) umbrella with eight panels. Fibreglass frame and EVA handle. Stormproof.
Size: Ø 94,5 × 124,5 cm
9252 Pongee (190T) umbrella
Pongee (190T) umbrella with eight panels. Metal and fibreglass frame and foam handle. Lightweight and short. Suitable for traveling and hiking.
Size: Ø 93,5 × 58 cm

0945 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Fibreglass frame and EVA foam handle.
Size: Ø 105,5 × 82,7 cm
8286 Pongee (190T) storm umbrella
Pongee (190T) automatic umbrella with nine panels. The back of the umbrella is extended to keep a backpack dry. Metal and fibreglass frame and plastic handle. Stormproof.
Size: Ø 12 × 61,5 cm

4089 Polyester (210T) storm umbrella
Polyester (210T) storm proof umbrella with eight panels. Double layer and vented design. Metal frame and foam handle. Including sleeve.
Size: Ø 129 × 100 cm

Weather the storm.
7963 Pongee umbrella
Pongee, reversible umbrella with eight panels. Fibreglass frame and plastic handle. Double canopy.
Size: Ø 107 × 75 cm
Look professional.

4119 **Pongee (190T) Charles Dickens® umbrella**

Pongee (190T) Charles Dickens®, automatic umbrella with eight panels. Doubles as a walking stick (110 cm/25’). Fibreglass frame and genuine leather handle with Charles Dickens® strap. Including sleeve.

Size: Ø 114,5 × 91,5 cm
**4088 Polyester (170T) umbrella**
Polyester (170T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and plastic handle.
Size: Ø 104 × 83,5 cm

**0942 Polyester (190T) umbrella**
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and rubber handle, including sleeve.
Size: Ø 121 × 92,5 cm
4070 Polyester (190T) umbrella
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and wooden shaft and handle.
Size: Ø 103,5 × 88,5 cm

The best selling umbrella.
4064 **Polyester (190T) umbrella**
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and wooden handle.
Size: Ø 104 × 84 cm

4141 **Polyester (190T) umbrella**
Polyester (190T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and wooden handle.
Size: Ø 103,5 × 85,5 cm
4087 **Polyester (210T) umbrella**
Polyester (210D) golf umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and EVA foam handle. Including sleeve with carry strap.
Size: Ø 131 × 103,5 cm

4066 **Polyester (190T) umbrella**
Polyester (190T) golf umbrella with eight panels. Metal frame and wooden handle.
Size: Ø 132 × 99,5 cm

9126 **Polyester (170T) umbrella**
Polyester (170T) automatic umbrella with eight panels. Metal and fibreglass frame and EVA handle.
Size: Ø 106 × 82,3 cm
Build. Reinforce. Fix.
9. Tools & Lights

A good toolkit needs measuring tape, hammers, screwdrivers, box cutters, and a work light. We have the tools your customers need for those projects in and around the house. By printing your logo on these handy gifts, they’ll never forget your brand helped them get the job done.
3251 **Wooden Stabila foldable ruler**
Wooden Stabila foldable ruler with a total length of 2 meters. Scale is in cm. The ruler has a protective coating. Accuracy class 3.
Size: 24,3 × 1,5 × 3,6 cm

28258 **Wooden Stabila foldable ruler**
Wooden Stabila foldable ruler with a total length of 2 meters. Scale is in cm. The ruler has a hard, shockresistant coating.
Size: 24,1 × 3,2 × 1,6 cm

0342 **Folding ruler Stabila Pro**
Folding ruler Stabila Pro
Size: 24 × 3,2 × 1,7 cm

25649 **Wooden Stabila foldable ruler**
Wooden Stabila foldable ruler with a total length of 2 meters. Scale is in cm. The ruler has a shockresistant coating and extra strong, stainless steel hinges.
Size: 24 × 1,7 × 3,4 cm
**710433 Plastic foldable ruler**
Plastic foldable ruler, total length: 1 meter.
Size: 100 cm

**710453 Plastic foldable ruler**
Plastic foldable ruler, total length: 0,5 meter. Including keychain.
Size: 50 × 1,2 × 2,3 cm

**6632 ABS ruler**
ABS foldable ruler (2 meter) with scale in centimetres. Scale printed on one side only. For promotional use only.
Size: 2 × 1,5 × 2,7 cm
Precision is key.

**6525 ABS tape measure**
ABS and metal tape measure (3 meter) with belt clip and wrist strap.
Size: 7,5 × 2,6 × 5,7 cm

**6526 ABS tape measure**
ABS and metal tape measure (5 meter) with belt clip and wrist strap.
Size: 9,5 × 7,5 × 4 cm
7919 ABS tape measure
ABS and steel tape measure (5 meter) with a scale in inches and centimetres, belt clip, and wrist strap.
Size: 7 × 4,2 × 7 cm

7900 ABS tape measure
ABS and steel tape measure (3 meter) with a scale in inches and centimetres, belt clip, and wrist strap.
Size: 7,3 × 3,7 × 6,2 cm

7899 ABS tape measure
ABS and steel tape measure (5 meter) with a scale in inches and centimetres, belt clip, and wrist strap.
Size: 8,4 × 3,6 × 7,5 cm
7123 **PE tape measure**
PE and steel tape measure (3 meter) with a scale in both inches and centimetres, soft touch rubber casing with lock, belt clip, and wrist strap. Size: 7 × 6,5 × 3,5 cm

7125 **PE tape measure**
PE and steel tape measure (5 meter) with a scale in both inches and centimetres, soft touch rubber casing with lock, belt clip, and wrist strap. Size: 7,5 × 2,6 × 6,4 cm
3143 **ABS tape measure**
Metal and rubber tape measure (3 meter) with a wrist strap and belt clip attachment.
Size: 6,5 × 3,1 × 5,8 cm

3141 **ABS tape measure**
Metal and rubber tape measure (2 meter) with a wrist strap and belt clip attachment.
Size: 6,2 × 2,4 × 5,8 cm

3145 **ABS tape measure**
Metal and rubber tape measure (5 meter) with a wrist strap and belt clip attachment.
Size: 7,9 × 2,8 × 7,2 cm
**8531 Metal 10-in-1 tool**

Aluminium and stainless steel multifunctional tool. The tool consists of a pair of pliers, a saw, a knife, two screwdrivers (flat-head and cross-head), a file, a bottle opener, a fish scraper, a nutcracker, and a ruler in inches. Packaged in pouch.

Size: 103 x 5,6 x 2,7 cm
One tool for everything.

8869 **Stainless steel 8-in-1 tool**
Stainless steel multifunctional tool. The tool consists of a pair of pliers, screwdrivers (flat-head and cross-head), file, saw, knife, nutcracker, can opener, and bottle opener.
Size: 8,8 × 5 × 2,3 cm

7238 **Stainless steel 10-in-1 tool**
Stainless steel multi tool with soft feel handles and ten functions. Packaged in a nylon pouch with belt loop.
Size: 1 × 4 × 1,8 cm
**8956 Stainless steel 11-in-1 tool**
Stainless steel multifunctional tool with 11 functions. Functions include: knife, can opener, butterfly nut, saw, screwdriver, bottle opener, ruler, and different sized wrenches. Packaged in PU pouch.
Size: 8 × 5,5 × 0,3 cm

**4235 PC safety/fireworks glasses**
PC safety/fireworks glasses with six ventilation openings on each side.
Size: 16,5 × 16 × 6 cm

**2147 ABS tape measure**
ABS tape measure (2 meter) with spirit level, memo pad, pen with blue ink, and belt clip.
Size: 8 × 6,1 × 3,2 cm
3127 Steel Friday afternoon hammer
Steel Friday afternoon hammer with bottle opener and PVC handle.
Size: 11 × 2,8 × 24,5 cm
8545 Plastic cutter
ABS box cutter with safety mechanism.
Size: 12,4 × 2,4 × 1,4 cm
8540 **Metal hobby knife**
PS box cutter with eight blades.
Size: 15 × 2,5 × 1,4 cm

5295 **Hobby knife**
Plastic hobby knife with snap off blades and safety mechanism.
Size: 15,5 × 3 × 1 cm

8735 **ABS hobby knife**
ABS box cutter with 13 blades.
Size: 12,7 × 1,6 × 0,9 cm

9208 **Stainless steel box cutter**
Stainless steel box cutter.
Size: 12,8 × 1 × 0,4 cm
8954 **ABS foil cutter**
ABS and stainless steel foil cutter with integrated blade.
Size: 13,7 × 3,5 × 0,5 cm

8368 **ABS hobby knife**
ABS mini box cutter with keychain. The total length of the blade is 4 cm (width: 1,1 cm).
Size: 7,7 × 2,4 × 0,7 cm
7112 **Stainless steel pocket knife**
Stainless steel pocket knife with seven functions. Including: corkscrew, cross-head screwdriver, bottle opener, scissors, knife, file, and can opener.
Size: 9,3 × 2,4 × 1,4 cm

8242 **Stainless steel pocket knife**
Stainless steel pocket knife with security lock.
Size: 7,5 × 2,6 × 0,6 cm

8715 **Stainless steel pocket knife**
Stainless steel pocket knife with 11 functions. Including: bottle opener, can opener/flat-head screwdriver, corkscrew, cross-head screwdriver, two saws, a pair of scissors, two small knives, a large knife, and a wire bender.
Size: 9,1 × 2,2 × 1,8 cm
433300 **Bonded leather case tool kit**
Bonded leather case with tool kit, closes with a zipper. The kit includes: 5 sockets, 3 hexagonal screwdrivers, 9 screw bits, 1 socket, 1 measure tape, 2 precision screwdrivers, 1 screwdriver handle, 1 extension bar, 1 set of pliers.
Size: 17 × 12,5 × 3,5 cm

3614 **Aluminium tool set**
26-Piece aluminium and steel toolkit. Including: two pliers, a holder with nine different bits, an adapter, tweezers, four drive sockets, an adapter, a handle, and six different precision tools. Packaged in a metal case with zipper and EVA foam inlay.
Size: 20,5 × 13,8 × 2,9 cm
7159 Aluminium and metal tool kit
19-Piece aluminium and metal toolkit. Packaged in an ABS case.
Size: 16,8 × 9,1 × 3,9 cm
2199 **ABS multifunctional tool**
ABS mini plastic toolkit with four different screw bits, two cross-head and two flat-head, spirit level, and a blue LED light. Batteries included.
Size: 14 × 2,7 × 2 cm
7762 Oxford fabric (600D) tool kit
20-Piece toolkit in oxford fabric (600D) pouch with velcro closing and carabine. Including: a screwdriver, three hex keys, four sockets, ten bits, a tool bag, and a prolong bar.
Size: 29 × 23,5 × 2 cm

7465 ABS tool kit
25-Piece toolkit, packed in an ABS and PP case with foam inlay.
Size: Ø 15,8 × 5,8 cm

428715 ABS and metal screwdriver set
ABS and metal screwdriver set with 24 precision bits. The screwdriver handle has a magnet to hold the bits in place and makes it easy to replace one bit for another. With a push on the end, the tray with bits comes out of the case.
Size: 16,7 × 6,75 × 1,87 cm
9221 **Aluminium 3-in-1 screwdriver**
Aluminium pen shaped pocket screwdriver with four bits, level, and ruler.
Size: Ø 1,5 × 11,6 cm

4853 **Aluminium pocket screwdriver**
Steel pen-shaped pocket screwdriver. Including: four flat-head and four cross-head screwdriver bits.
Size: 2,2 × 12 cm
4850 **Aluminium 3-in-1 key holder**  
Metal pen shaped pocket screwdriver set with light. Including: four flat-head and four cross-head screwdriver bits. Pocket torch with three LED lights and key holder. Batteries included.  
Size: Ø 1,6 × 10,8 cm

3117 **Aluminium pocket screwdriver**  
Aluminium pen shaped pocket screwdriver with light. Including: three flat-head and three cross-head screwdriver bits. Batteries included.  
Size: Ø 1,6 × 13,1 cm
4871 **Aluminium pocket torch**
Brushed steel pocket torch with nine LED lights and nylon wrist band. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 3,2 × 10 cm
4837 **Aluminium torch**
Aluminium pocket torch with 14 LED lights and wrist strap. Packaged in a black gift box. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 3,5 × 12,4 cm

7747 **Metal 8-in-1 torch**
Multifunctional metal torch with safety belt cutter, emergency hammer, pocket knife, and safety light. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 3,9 × 14,7 cm

432009 **Aluminium mini torch with carabiner**
Aluminium mini torch with one LED light and carabiner to function as keychain.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 5,1 cm
9198  **Aluminium torch**
Aluminium COB flash light with focus function. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 5,5 × 24 cm

709302  **ABS flashlight**
ABS COB flashlight with wrist strap.
Size: 9,7 × 3,2 × 3,2 cm
6639 **Aluminium torch**
Aluminium torch with three LED lights, telescopic function and flexible end. Includes a strong magnet on one end for hanging from the hood of the car, and a flat area on the handle for printing purposes. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 2,2 × 17,1 cm

7603 **Aluminium 2-in-1 torch**
Set of aluminium telescopic torch with three LED lights and a pen shaped screwdriver with four flat-head and four cross-head screwdriver bits. Packaged in a black gift box.
Size: Ø 2,15 × 46 cm
9233 **Aluminium 3-in-1 torch**
Aluminium, multifunctional COB work light with magnet, seatbelt cutter, safety hammer, and wrist strap.
Size: Ø 4,2 × 21,2 cm

8577 **ABS work light**
ABS work light with three LED lights and two magnets at the back. The light has two settings: blinking and constant. Batteries included.
Size: 15,9 × 2,2 × 1,5 cm

8839 **Aluminium torch**
Aluminium COB flashlight with a magnet on the bottom as well a metal pocket clip. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 1,6 × 12,2 cm

7813 **ABS work light/torch**
ABS magnetic work light/torch with COB lights on top and in the holder. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 2,3 × 16,8 cm
ABS 3-in-1 safety tool
ABS and PS multifunctional safety tool. Including: a COB light with four LEDs (including blinking option), a car window breaker, and a seatbelt cutter. With a clear, transparent cap for protection. The tool is equipped with a magnet. Batteries included.
Size: 12,3 × 2,5 × 1,4 cm
4807 ABS head light
ABS head light with five LED lights and adjustable strap.
Batteries included.
Size: 5,8 × 4,1 × 3,8 cm

4803 ABS head light
ABS head light with eight LED lights and strap for size adjustment. Batteries included.
Size: 7,2 × 5 × 5 cm

709344 ABS headlight
ABS headlight with one LED and a COB light. Switch between the different lights with the click of a button. Light can be tilted for aim and detaches easily from the headband. Rechargeable via micro USB port.
Size: 8,3 × 5 × 4,1 cm
Let there be light.

709706 **ABS work light**
ABS COB work light. Switch between front and side light with the click of a button. Batteries included.
Size: 10 × 3.5 × 13.3 cm

9194 **ABS work light**
ABS magnetic work light with COB LED. Batteries included.
Size: 16 × 5 × 4.3 cm
Health and hygiene.
10. Care & Safety

As a business you take care of your customers and business relations. Take that to the next level with a giveaway that is all about hygiene, safety, and self-care. Shop hand gels, manicure sets, first aid kits, and more. Your customers will feel cared for.
9430 Antibacterial ABS pen
Antibacterial ABS pen. The pen has a special coating that resists bacterial growth. Blue ink.
Size: Ø 1,3 × 13,9 cm

480908 Lanyard with spray bottle and torch
Lanyard with plastic hand spray bottle (70% alcohol) and torch with one LED light.
Size: Ø 1,2 × 10,4 cm
9534 **ABS lip balm**
Plastic lip balm stick with SPF15 protection. All colours are transparent, except white (02), silver (32) and black (01).
Size: Ø 1,9 × 6,3 cm
Wash hands without water.
637530 PET hand cleansing gel with print
PET container with print. Hand gel including moisturizer and vitamin E (15 ml).
Size: 3 × 1,8 × 6,3 cm

3588 PET hand cleansing gel
PET container with hand gel, including moisturizer and vitamin E (15 ml).
Size: 3 × 1,8 × 6,3 cm

3589 PET hand cleansing spray
PET credit card shaped case with hand spray (20 ml).
Size: 8,6 × 5,6 × 1,1 cm
1110 PP hand spray
Plastic tube with hand spray (10 ml).
Size: Ø 1.5 × 14.3 cm
6080 **Plastic bag with 10 wet tissues**
Plastic, sealed bag with 10 pieces of nonwoven, pre-moistened tissues.
Size: 15,5 × 8 × 1,4 cm

9417 **Plastic case with soap sheets**
Plastic case with 20 soap sheets. Wash your hands with water and use the soap sheets instead of soap.
Size: 7,2 × 4,8 × 1,7 cm
Reflection and logo both looking good!

1658 PS pocket mirror
Plastic single pocket mirror.
Size: Ø 6,1 × 0,4 cm
7624 **Aluminium case with manicure set**  
Four-piece manicure set supplied in an aluminium case, includes scissors, nail file, nail clippers, and a cuticle implement.  
Size: 12 × 4,7 × 3,5 cm

9190 **PVC pouch with manicure set**  
PVC pouch with metal manicure set, including: scissors, nail file, nail clippers, cuticle pusher, and cuticle tool.  
Size: 11,1 × 5,5 × 2,3 cm

1503 **ABS hair brush with mirror**  
Foldable plastic hair brush with mirror.  
Size: 20,8 × 4 × 2,4 cm
8840 Polyester pouch with CPR mask
Plastic CPR mask, folded into a small polyester (600D) bag with Velcro closing.
Size: 4,4 × 4,1 × 2,1 cm

8159 Aluminium emergency blanket
Aluminium foil thermal blanket. Packaged in a polybag.
Size: 207,5 × 13 × 0,1 cm
1020 **Plastic case with plasters**

Plastic pocket case with five plasters.
Size: 10 × 4 × 1 cm
8702 **ABS first aid kit**
First aid kit in ABS case, including: plasters, bandages, dressings, alcohol wipes, tape, a pair of scissors, plastic tweezers, an emergency blanket, CPR mask, and whistle.
Size: 21,8 × 13,8 × 5,5 cm

8607 **First aid kit**
Plastic case with first aid kit. Kit includes: tape, scissors, five adhesive plasters, bandages (3.3x100cm, 4.5x100cm and 4.5x150cm), hemostatic cotton, eight cotton swabs, and four pins.
Size: 12 × 8,5 × 3,3 cm
6556 PP first aid kit
First aid kit in PP case, including: five plasters, two alcohol pads, nonwoven tape, a pair of scissors, and a nonwoven sponge.
Size: 10.2 × 8.5 × 2.4 cm

1387 Plastic first aid kit
First aid kit in PP case, including: two alcohol prep pads, an antiseptic cleansing wipe and two bandages.
Size: 8.4 × 6.3 × 2.5 cm

1374 Plastic first aid kit
First aid kit in plastic, watertight case with nylon cord, including: two film dressings, five plasters, four alcohol prep-pads, two moist wipes, and an antiseptic wipe.
Size: 11.2 × 7.3 × 3.8 cm
1342 **Nylon first aid kit**
First aid kit in a nylon pouch (600D). Including: flexible bandage, a roll of bandages, a pair of scissors, a prep pad, an alcohol pad, a pad, a bandage with two safety pins, five bandages, and a roll of gauze.
Size: 14 × 9 × 5 cm
1367 **Nylon (210D) first aid kit**
First aid kit in a nylon pouch with a belt clip attachment. Including: tweezers, a roll of tape, a roll of bandages, two adhesive sterile bandages, a small alcohol pad, a sting relief medicated pad, an antiseptic swab, and a pair of scissors.
Size: 13,7 × 1 × 2 cm

1047 **ABS first aid kit**
First aid kit in a polyester (210D) drawstring pouch. Including: five plasters, two alcohol pads, a damp cloth, a desinfectant cloth, and a bandage
Size: 12 × 11,5 × 0,5 cm

8992 **PP first aid kit**
First aid kit in PP case, including: a film dressing, a nonwoven sponge, five sterile bandages, a PBT bandage, four alcohol prep pads, a set of moist towelettes, an anti-septic wipe, tape, and a pair of scissors.
Size: 16,5 × 8 × 4 cm
7792 Metal tin first aid kit
First aid kit in a metal tin, including: a pair of scissors, damp cloth, tape, four alcohol wipes, four plasters, a bandage, and an antiseptic wipe.
Size: 13 × 8,9 × 4,1 cm
6543 EVA first aid kit
First aid kit in a EVA foam case. Including: sterile nonwoven pad, a roll bandage, a triangle bandage, two safety pins, a pair of scissors, four alcohol pads, five adhesive sterile plasters, and a small roll of tape. Size: 16,5 × 12,5 × 6,1 cm

6544 Car emergency first aid kit.
40-Piece, extra large car emergency first aid kit in EVA pouch. Size: 32 × 14,5 × 8 cm
444852 **Reusable face mask with all-over print**
Size: 34 × 14 × 1,7 cm

483574 **Metal door opener**
Metal door opener with rubber tip for capacitive screens, key ring, and trolley coin.
Size: 6,9 × 2,8 × 0,4 cm

9368 **Ear saver**
Sugar cane based ear saver. The bio-based material is 100% recyclable, can be disinfected, and has a soft and flexible feel for comfort. Relieves the back of the ears from the straps of face masks. With official ‘I’m Green’ quality mark.
Size: 12,5 × 2,7 × 0,2 cm
9423 **Copper door opener**
Copper door opener with bottle opener. Use the door opener to open doors and press buttons in public without having to touch them.
Size: 7,5 × 3 × 0,3 cm

9421 **Aluminium door opener**
Aluminium door opener with bottle opener. Use the door opener to open doors and press buttons in public without having to touch them.
Size: 8,8 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm
4490 PP pill box
Plastic pill box with three compartments.
Size: Ø 7,5 × 1,7 cm

5077 PVC self heating pad
PVC and acetate reusable heat pad. To apply heat snap the metal disk. To re-use, immerse in hot water.
Size: 10 × 6 × 1 cm
7413 PVC hot/cold pack
PVC hot/cold pack filled with water beads. Can be reheated or re-cooled after use by putting it in a pan with warm water or the freezer.
Size: 9,7 × 9,7 × 1,4 cm

7415 PVC hot/cold pack
PVC hot/cold pack filled with water beads. Can be reheated or re-cooled after use by putting it in a pan with warm water or the freezer.
Size: Ø 9,6 × 1,5 cm
Be playful.
11. Kids & Games

Never a dull moment with our selection of toys and games for both indoor and outdoor fun. Crayons, playing cards, and plushies, as well as badminton, beach balls, and frisbees. All our toys meet strict EU guidelines to ensure the safety of the little ones.
9620 **PVC beach ball**
PVC inflatable beach ball.
Size: Ø 25 cm
9655 PVC football
PVC inflatable football.
Size: Ø 28 × 42,5 cm

8561 PVC football
PVC classic football.
Size: Ø 22 cm
7819 PP ball game.
Plastic, three-piece ball game. Contains one ball with suction cups and two holders to catch it with.
Size: Ø 18 cm

6456 PP Frisbee
Plastic stackable frisbee with ribbed rings.
Size: Ø 21,3 × 2,4 cm
3710 **Nylon (170T) Frisbee**
Nylon (170T), foldable frisbee, supplied in a nylon pouch.
Size: Ø 25 × 0,2 cm

2599 **Metal badminton set**
Metal badminton set consisting of two rackets with steel frames and plastic handles, two shuttles and a black mesh pouch with a shoulder strap.
Size: 67 × 30 × 24 cm
2582 Polywood beach ball game set
Polywood bat and ball set with chess and ludo games, supplied in a black nylon carry case.
Size: 38,5 × 23,2 × 0,5 cm
6985 **Wooden bat and ball set**
Wooden beach ball game with two bats and a matching coloured ball.
Size: $33 \times 18.5 \times 0.5$ cm

2578 **Wooden beach bat and ball set**
Wooden beach bat and ball set, packed in a resealable mesh sleeve.
Size: $38 \times 23.2 \times 0.6$ cm

5856 **PP beach bucket**
Plastic mini beach bucket in four different colour combinations.
Each bucket contains mini tools: shovel, rake, scoop, sand strainer and two modelling parts. One in the shape of a fish, and one in the shape of a crab (sold assorted).
Size: $Ø 9.9 \times 8.9$ cm
8089 **Cotton skipping rope**
Cotton skipping rope with wooden handles.
Size: Ø 2.1 × 25 cm

7909 **Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) backpack**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack with design to colour in.
Supplied with four felt tip pens.
Size: 29.5 × 25 × 0.1 cm

7818 **Polyester (190T) kite**
Polyester (190T) kite which can be coloured in. Including four felt tip pens.
Size: 50.5 × 39 × 0.4 cm
5396 **Nylon (1800D) skipping rope**
Nylon skipping rope with PP handles.
Size: Ø 2.3 × 200 cm
**9643 PVC thunder sticks**
Inflatable PVC thunder sticks, set of two. Packaged in a polybag.
Size: Ø 11,5 × 59 cm

**8247 PP stadium horn**
PP stadium horn, including a cord with safety clasp. Cord length: 100 cm.
Size: Ø 5,3 × 36 cm
7060 **PS whistle**
Plastic whistle with neck cord. Sold per box of 48 pieces.
Size: 5.6 × 2 × 2.5 cm

9539 **PP hand clapper**
Plastic hand clapper, consisting of three “hands”.
Size: 18.5 × 8.5 × 1.8 cm

9347 **Face paint stick**
Face paint stick in ABS casing, with turnwheel to push out more of the stick. Flags: Italy 044, England 048, Netherlands 075, Germany 083, Belgium 103, Spain 297 and France 910.
Size: 3.9 × 2 × 7 cm
4759 **PET and PE bubble blower**
Plastic bubble blower set, liquid included (50 ml). Sold per 72 pieces.
Size: Ø 3,6 x 8 cm
0956 **PE bubble blower and hand clapper**
Plastic bubble blower (50 ml) and hand clapper. Sold assorted.
Size: 23,5 × 7,3 × 2,2 cm

8573 **PP and PE bubble stick**
PP and PE bubble stick with three different sized circles and liquid (30 ml).
Size: Ø 2,6 × 13,2 cm

3539 **Plastic bubble gun**
Plastic bubble gun with container of fluid (50 ml).
Size: 13,4 × 12,1 × 3,9 cm
8546 **PET case with playing cards**
Classic deck of playing cards in a transparent PET cassette. Total of 54 cards.
Size: 8,7 × 5,7 × 1,7 cm

710073 **Recycled paper playing cards**
Recycled paper playing cards in a recycled cardboard box. 54 Cards (4x13 and 2 jokers).
Size: 6 × 9 × 2 cm
**8280 PP 4-in-a-line game**
PP four-in-a-line game. The game is foldable. Including two bags with 21 yellow chips and 21 red chips.
Size: 13,3 × 9,5 × 9,2 cm

**2324 PS mind games**
Box with 24 assorted plastic mind games.
Size: 25 × 4 × 4 cm

**8814 Cotton (80 gr/m²) pouch with games**
Cotton (80 gr/m²) drawstring pouch with set of three steel thinking games.
Size: 12 × 8 × 1,5 cm
3783 Plastic yo yo.
PS light-up yo yo. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 5,6 × 3,6 cm

3956 Imitation leather juggling ball
Imitation leather juggling ball.
Size: Ø 5,1 cm

3973 PVC juggling set
PVC juggling set with three balls in a cotton drawstring bag.
Size: Ø 4,9 × 15 cm
2346 **MDF football table game**
MDF football table game, self assembly. With six plastic players on each side and a ball.
Size: 51 × 27,5 × 1 cm
8182 Plush teddy bear
Plush teddy bear with hoodie and stitched eyes.
Size: 18 × 12 × 20 cm
6474 **Plush cloth**
Plush cloth with knots at three corners and an animal head on the fourth corner. Includes a tag for printing.
Size: $3 \times 3 \times 4$ cm

8053 **Plush dog**
Plush toy dog. Includes a tag for printing purposes.
Size: $17 \times 12 \times 7.5$ cm

8049 **Plush panda**
Plush toy panda. Includes a tag for printing purposes.
Size: $18 \times 11 \times 1$ cm
5013 **Cotton toy T-shirt**
Cotton T-shirt for plush toy animals (5012, 5339, 8091 and 8084).
Size: 21 × 10 × 1 cm

5012 **Plush teddy bear**
Plush teddy bear. Combines with item 5013. Includes a tag for printing purposes.
Size: 19,5 × 19,5 × 15 cm
Dress up your plush toy with a custom printed shirt.

5339 **Plush lion**
Plush toy lion. Combines with item 5013. Includes tag for printing purposes.
Size: 11 × 6,4 × 13 cm

8091 **Plush mouse**
Plush toy mouse. Combines with item 5013. Includes a tag for printing purposes.
Size: 19 × 12 × 17 cm

8084 **Plush hippo**
Plush toy hippo. Combines with item 5013. Includes a tag for printing purposes.
Size: 19 × 19 × 12 cm
Organize your art supplies.

3598 **Nylon (420D) pencil case**
Nylon (420D) pencil case with zipper.
Size: 20,6 × 0,4 × 9,1 cm

9727 **Nylon pencil case**
Nylon (600D) pencil case with zipper and handle.
Size: 20,5 × 3,5 × 8,5 cm
You add the logo.
They add the colour.

7788 PP drawing set
Set of eight colouring pencils and 20 designs in a transparent plastic box.
Size: 14.5 × 10 × 1.3 cm

6458 PS pencil sharpener and eraser
PS pencil sharpener with eraser and a cap for each side.
Size: 6.3 × 3.3 × 1.6 cm
Give the tools to be creative.

8780 AS container with crayons
AS container with six crayons.
Size: 9,8 × 1,9 × 1,5 cm

7803 12 water-based felt tip pens
12 Water-based felt tip pens, packaged in a partially transparent plastic case.
Size: 17,5 × 7 × 3 cm
2438 **Cardboard box art set**
56-Piece art set in a cardboard, layered box.
Size: Ø 19.5 × 10 cm
1906 **Plaster piggy bank**
Plaster piggy bank, including wooden brush and five paint colours (printing not available).
Size: 11 × 7,5 × 7,2 cm
1842 **PVC piggy bank**
Plastic piggy bank with a rubber stopper on the bottom.
Size: 9,5 × 7,3 × 7,6 cm

8238 **PVC rubber duck**
PVC rubber duck.
Size: 8,3 × 7,2 × 7,5 cm
Small gifts. Big impact.
Popular promotional items to give away at events.

12. Premiums

The smallest giveaway can be the most effective. They are inexpensive and easy to hand out at events. Your logo makes the promotional impact of these items huge. Shop anti-stress balls, key chains, mints, and more.
3965 **PU foam stress ball**
PU foam anti-stress ball.
Size: Ø 6,1 cm

No stress, this impression is the best.
8078 PU foam football
PU foam anti-stress football.
Size: Ø 6,1 cm

8031 PU foam globe
PU foam anti-stress globe.
Size: Ø 6,2 cm

7249 PU foam light bulb
PU foam anti-stress light bulb.
Size: Ø 5,7 × 10,2 cm
3702 PU foam dice
PU foam anti-stress dice with one empty side for printing purposes.
Size: 5.4 × 5.4 × 5.4 cm

3690 PU foam dice
PU foam anti-stress decision maker with one empty side for printing purposes.
Size: 4.8 × 4.8 × 4.8 cm

8032 PU foam house
PU foam anti-stress house.
Size: 7.7 × 5 × 7.1 cm
Relax. The giveaways do the work.

8033 **PU foam heart**
PU foam anti-stress heart.
Size: 7 × 4,9 × 7 cm

7873 **PU foam figure**
PU foam anti-stress figure “doctor”.
Size: 4,8 × 2,7 × 8,9 cm

5091 **PU foam hard hat**
PU foam anti-stress hard hat.
Size: 8,1 × 6,9 × 4,5 cm
1484 **PP case with mints**
Plastic, heart-shaped mint card with approximately 8 grams of sugar free mints.
Size: 7,7 × 6 × 0,7 cm
6679 **PP case with mints**
Truck-shaped mint card with approximately 5,5 grams of sugar free mints.
Size: 9,1 × 5,6 × 0,6 cm

6671 **PP case with mints**
House-shaped mint card with approximately 6,5 gr of sugar free mints.
Size: 7,3 × 6,3 × 0,6 cm

5251 **PP case with mints**
Plastic mint card with approximately 6,5 grams of sugar free mints.
Size: 7,8 × 4,8 × 0,6 cm
A breath of fresh air.

7548 **PS holder with mints and lip balm**
Mint holder with approximately 40 pieces of sugar free mints.
The bottom of the box contains lip balm. Sold per 50 pieces.
Size: \( \varnothing 3,8 \times 3,4 \) cm

5248 **Tin case with mints**
Tin case with approximately 90 sugar free mints.
Size: \( 6 \times 4,9 \times 1,6 \) cm
1616 Tin with mints
Metal mint tin with a click type lid, with approximately 40 sugar free mints.
Size: Ø 4,5 × 1,9 cm
7865 PU foam key holder
PU foam anti-stress key holder.
Size: Ø 3,9 × 4,5 cm
5852 ABS 2-in-1 key holder
ABS key holder with stylus pen, suitable for capacitive screens, with a white LED light and a push button, on a steel keyring.
Batteries included.
Size: 6 × 4,1 × 1,2 cm

8876 Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder
Aluminium key holder with a steel keyring. Including bottle opener.
Size: 5 × 3,3 × 0,4 cm

1171 PU foam key holder
PU foam anti-stress key holder.
Size: 4,2 × 3,9 × 2,6 cm

7142 PE 2-in-1 key holder
ABS key holder with tape measure (1 meter) and metal ring.
Size: 5,8 × 4 × 1,1 cm
Accidents happen, but your brand will save the day.

1134 EVA key holder
EVA foam, floating key holder with a nylon cord and metal ring.
Size: 6,3 × 5,4 × 1,3 cm

1167 EVA key holder
EVA foam, floating key holder with a nylon cord and metal ring.
Size: 8,5 × 3,5 × 1,2 cm

8595 EVA key holder
EVA foam key holder with nylon cord and steel keyring.
Size: 8,5 × 1,2 × 5,1 cm
Interested in eco key chains? 
See page 62.

8693 EVA key holder
EVA foam key holder with nylon cord and steel keyring.
Size: 8,3 × 5,4 × 1 cm

8590 EVA key holder
EVA foam key holder with nylon cord and steel keyring.
Size: 7,5 × 4 × 1 cm

8579 EVA key holder
EVA foam key holder with nylon cord and steel keyring.
Size: Ø 5 × 1,1 cm
2401 **Plastic key holder**
Size: 5,9 × 4,1 × 0,5 cm

Send a message on a keychain.

2373 **Paper insert for item 2401**
Paper insert for item 2401 for printing purposes. Sold per 12 pieces.
Size: 3 × 4 cm
2411 **ABS key holder with light**
ABS mini torch and key holder. Batteries included.
Size: $\Omega 2,2 \times 4$ cm

6336 **PS 2-in-1 key holder**
PS light bulb and key holder. Batteries included.
Size: $\Omega 2,8 \times 5,5$ cm

8779 **Steel and PU key holder**
Silver plated steel key holder with PU loop.
Packaged in a black gift box.
Size: $9 \times 1,9 \times 0,9$ cm
2130 **ABS key holder tape measure**
ABS key holder with tape measure (2 meter) and metal ring.
Size: 5,2 × 4,6 × 1,3 cm

2131 **ABS key holder tape measure**
ABS key holder with tape measure (1,5 meter) and metal ring.
Size: 6,8 × 4,8 × 2 cm

8575 **ABS personal alarm**
ABS personal alarm with LED light. The alarm is activated by pulling out the pin. Batteries included.
Size: 6,5 × 4,6 × 2,4 cm
Give the warm and fuzzies.

8851 Plush key holder
Plush teddy bear wearing a T-shirt, 100% cotton, on metal keyring. Stitched eyes.
Size: 8,4 × 8 × 3,8 cm
1825 **ABS key holder with bottle opener**
ABS key holder with bottle opener, one white LED, and tape measure (1 meter). Batteries included.
Size: 8 × 3.5 × 1.2 cm

Cheers!
You’ve earned it.

708984 **Plastic bottle opener**
Plastic and metal bottle opener, shaped like a fist.
Size: 9.1 × 4.1 × 1.1 cm
You’ve got them hooked.

483363 Aluminium carabiner key chain
Aluminium carabiner key chain. Not suitable for climbing.
Size: 7,5 × 4,1 × 0,7 cm
7126 **PET 2-in-1 key holder**
Acrylic spirit level with keychain.
Size: 4 × 1,5 × 1,5 cm

6333 **PVC key holder**
PVC vest-shaped neon key holder. For promotional use only.
Size: 6 × 4,5 × 0,3 cm

2544 **ABS key holder**
Plastic compass key holder with metal ring.
Size: Ø 4 × 1 cm
480923 PU key holder
PU keyholder with metal ring. Suitable for laser engraving.
Size: 6,9 × 3,6 × 0,4 cm

8771 Metal and wooden key holder
Metal and wooden key holder with steel keyring. Individually packaged in polybag.
Size: 4,7 × 2,2 × 0,6 cm

2414 ABS key holder alcohol tester
ABS alcohol tester on a key chain, with a red LED light on top to be used as a torch, three colours LED lights: green (ready), yellow (0,02%), and red (0,05%), a mouth piece on top, and a key ring. For promotional use. Batteries included.
Size: 7,8 × 5 × 2,8 cm
8517 **Metal 2-in-1 key holder**
Aluminium key holder and bottle opener.
Size: 5.4 × 1 × 0.94 cm
8799  **Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder**  
Aluminium key holder and bottle opener.  
Size: 7,9 × 1,5 × 0,9 cm

8586  **Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder**  
Aluminium key holder with bottle opener and five small carabiners.  
Size: 5,9 × 3,4 × 1,3 cm
3601 **Metal key holder**
Zinc key holder. Packaged in a black laminated gift box.
Size: 3,8 × 3,3 × 0,4 cm

3599 **Metal key holder**
Zinc key holder. Packaged in a black laminated gift box.
Size: 4,7 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm
8742 **Zinc alloy key holder**
Zinc key holder. Packaged in a black laminated gift box.
Size: 4 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm

8744 **Metal 2-in-1 key holder**
Metal key holder including shopping cart coin. The key ring is extra-large. Individually packaged in polybag.
Size: Ø 3,2 × 0,6 cm

3615 **Metal key holder**
Zinc key holder. Packaged in a black laminated gift box.
Size: 4,3 × 2,9 × 0,5 cm
8659 **Metal 2-in-1 key holder**
Metal key holder with a bottle opener. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 5,1 × 2,9 × 0,9 cm

2350 **Metal key holder**
Metal key holder with a bottle opener and an inlaid magnetic “euro” shopping cart coin. Packaged in gift box.
Size: 6,2 × 3,6 × 0,4 cm
6025 **Nickel plated key holder**  
Nickel-plated key holder. Packaged in gift box.  
Size: 10,5 × 5,1 × 1,2 cm

6026 **Nickel plated key holder**  
Nickel plated key holder. Packaged in gift box.  
Size: 4 × 2,5 × 1,4 cm
483840 **Metal key holder**
Metal key holder with bottle opener and trolley coin.
Size: 10,7 × 3,5 × 1 cm

7878 **Silicone wristband**
Silicone wristband which also functions as a charging cable, with USB and micro USB plug and metal engraving plate.
Size: 22,3 × 1,3 × 0,8 cm
Polyester (300D) lanyard and key holder
Polyester lanyard with plastic safety release clip and metal key holder.
Size: 55 × 2,5 × 1,1 cm
4164 Polyester (300D) lanyard with PVC badge
Polyester lanyard with sliding PVC badge, plastic detachable phone string, and a plastic safety release clip.
Size: 6,2 × 1,5 × 0,4 cm

8987 ABS 2-in-1 lanyard
ABS lanyard with 4-in-1 charging cable set, carabiner and mobile phone string. Included plugs: USB, USB-C, micro USB, and lightning.
Size: 54 × 3,2 × 1,2 cm

3180 ABS pass holder
ABS and aluminium pass holder with a retractable cord of approx. 60 cm.
Size: Ø 3,5 × 1,2 cm

3182 ABS pass holder
ABS pass holder with a retractable cord of approx. 80 cm.
Size: Ø 3,2 × 0,8 cm
Always have your ski pass within reach.

3133 **ABS pass holder**
ABS pass holder with a retractable cord of approx. 80 cm.
Size: 9 × 4,6 × 1 cm
1992 **ABS key holder with LED**
ABS key holder with LED light. Colour 01, 02, 06, and 32 are solid colours; colour 04, 05, and 08 are transparent colours. Batteries included.
Size: 6,1 × 2,4 × 0,9 cm

4845 **Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder**
Aluminium pocket torch with LED light. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 2 × 6,4 cm

4867 **Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder**
Aluminium key holder with bottle opener and three LED lights.
Size: Ø 1,75 × 7 cm
1987 **PS key holder with coin**
PS key holder with a white LED light and plastic shopping cart coin (€0.50 size, not suitable for UK). Batteries included.
Size: 6.3 × 2.9 × 0.5 cm

8297 **ABS 2-in-1 key holder**
ABS pocket torch with LED light. The casing is especially designed for laser engraving; the imprint will be illuminated when the light is switched on. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 1.3 × 8.7 cm

4861 **Aluminium 2-in-1 key holder**
Aluminium pocket torch with three LED lights and a metal trigger clip attachment. Batteries included.
Size: Ø 1.7 × 5.3 cm
Leather and leather look.

2762 Leather key wallet
Leather key wallet with metal ring and zipper.
Size: 11 × 7 × 0,3 cm

30422 Imitation leather wallet
Imitation leather wallet with one central compartment that can be closed with a zipper. Attached to the wallet is a key ring.
Size: 11,5 × 7,1 × 1 cm
Never leave home without keys, cash, and your logo.

9124 **Nylon (70D) key wallet**
Nylon key wallet with metal ring and zipper.
Size: 11 × 7 × 0,7 cm

2758 **Nylon (600D) key wallet**
Nylon (600D) zipped key wallet with metal ring, rubber look and feel.
Size: 11,2 × 7,2 × 1,1 cm
The most famous Dutch treat!

2189 Tin for Dutch waffles
Tin can with Dutch pattern, or silver coloured, to be used for Dutch waffles; with a white or silver lid for printing purposes. Size: Ø 1 × 8,3 cm

2224 Dutch waffles
Delicious Dutch waffles (8) with a caramel-like, syrup filling in the middle. Packaged per eight pieces in a plastic bag. By placing the waffle on a hot beverage, the syrup melts. Size: Ø 6 × 8,1 cm
2318 Tin including Dutch waffles
Delicious Dutch waffles with a caramel-like, syrup filling in the middle. Packaged per 8 pieces in a plastic bag and tin can, suitable for printing purposes. Tin and waffles supplied separately.
Size: Ø 8.5 × 10 cm
The perfect bag for all lifestyles.
What kind of bag are you looking for? We have them all.

13. Bags

A bag takes your logo everywhere; from the local supermarket, to an international airport on the other side of the world. We have the right bag for your business relations and your brand. Shopping bags, backpacks, toiletry bags, and suitcases.
8962 Polyester (210D) shopping bag
Polyester (210D) foldable shopping bag.
Size: 38 × 38 × 0.03 cm

6284 Polyester (190T) shopping bag
Polyester (190T) foldable shopping bag with a plastic belt clip.
Size: 31 × 0.2 × 38 cm
6264 Polyester (190T) shopping bag
Polyester (190T) foldable shopping bag in a pouch with belt clip.
Size: 4 × 44 × 0,2 cm

7938 Polyester (210D) shopping bag
Polyester (210D) foldable shopping bag.
Size: 36 × 35,5 × 0,1 cm

6266 Polyester (190T) shopping bag
Polyester (190T) foldable shopping bag in a pouch with zipper and belt clip.
Size: 4 × 28 × 9,5 cm
2314 Cotton (110 gr/m²) bag
Coloured cotton (110 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 41 × 36 × 0,1 cm
5619 **Nonwoven (80 g/m²) foldable shopping bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) foldable shopping bag.
Size: 46,5 × 38,5 × 0,3 cm

7799 **Oxford (210D) fabric shopping bag**
Oxford fabric, foldable shopping bag in a pouch.
Size: 41 × 42 × 0,2 cm

7854 **Cotton (250 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Cotton (250 gr/m²) foldable shopping bag.
Size: 43,5 × 0,5 × 43 cm

2315 **Cotton (110 gr/m²) bag**
Cotton (110 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 42 × 38 × 0,5 cm

2342 **Cotton (110 gr/m²) bag**
Cotton (110 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 41 × 39 × 0,1 cm

7863 **Cotton (180 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Cotton (180 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 41 × 38,1 × 0,2 cm
7851 **Cotton (135 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Cotton (135 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 37,8 × 41 × 0,3 cm

9260 **Cotton (380 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Cotton (380 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 40,2 × 9,1 × 38,1 cm
**3610 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) bag**
Nonwoven (80gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 40 × 38 × 15 cm

**0972 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 42 × 42 × 10 cm

**0971 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 29 × 37.5 × 9 cm
7823 **Nonwoven (80gr/m²) cooling bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) cooler bag with Velcro closure.
Size: 36 × 16,2 × 34 cm

6227 **Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) shopping bag.
Size: 37 × 40,5 × 0,2 cm

7724 **Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) laminated shopping bag**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) laminated shopping bag.
Size: 44,5 × 11 × 35 cm
7909 **Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) backpack**
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack with design to colour in. Supplied with four felt tip pens.
Size: 29,5 × 25 × 0,1 cm

0927 **PVC drawstring backpack**
Transparent PVC drawstring backpack.
Size: 35 × 0,4 × 44 cm
6242 **Polyester (190T) drawstring backpack**
Polyester (190T) drawstring backpack.
Size: 35 × 0,5 × 43 cm

7097 **Polyester (210D) drawstring backpack**
Polyester (210D) drawstring backpack with reinforced corners and nylon drawstrings.
Size: 41 × 34,5 × 0,2 cm
6232 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack.
Size: 33,5 × 0,5 × 43 cm

8692 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack
Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) drawstring backpack with PVC corners.
The drawstrings are attached through metal rings.
Size: 34 × 0,5 × 41 cm
433380 Polyester (600D) waterproof drawstring backpack
Polyester (600D) waterproof drawstring backpack with zippered compartment at the front.
Size: 35,5 × 43 × 0,2 cm

6238 Polyester (190T) drawstring backpack
Polyester (190T) drawstring backpack with reflective stripe.
Size: 35 × 0,3 × 39,5 cm

432545 Synthetic fibre (190D) reflective drawstring backpack
Synthetic fibre drawstring backpack. The entire backpack is highly reflective. The attachment rings are made of copper.
Size: 40 × 30 × 0,2 cm
9271 **Jersey (250 gr/m²) drawstring bag**
Jersey (250 gr/m²) drawstring backpack with zippered front pocket.
Size: 36 × 0,5 × 42 cm

9003 **Pongee (190T) drawstring backpack**
Pongee (190T) drawstring backpack. The front has a pocket with zipper.
Size: 4 × 0,4 × 49 cm

9263 **Polyester (210D) drawstring backpack**
Polyester (210D) drawstring backpack.
Size: 33,8 × 1 × 42,5 cm
Your logo will look great on these bags.

709506 **Polyester shoulder bag**
Polyester shoulder bag, small. Main compartment and front pocket with zipper and an interior pouch. Adjustable shoulder strap. Size: $16 \times 6 \times 26$ cm

0934 **Polycanvas (600D) tote bag**
Poly canvas (600D) lady tote bag including foldable edge with button, small pocket on the front and an adjustable shoulder strap. Size: $38 \times 31,5 \times 9,5$ cm
Polyester (600D) backpack
Polyester (600D) backpack with zippered front pocket, and adjustable padded shoulder straps.
Size: 37,5 × 14 × 44 cm
9335 **Polyester (600D) backpack**
Polyester (600D) backpack with zipper on the main compartment and front pocket. The bag has adjustable, padded shoulder straps.
Size: 41 × 31 × 12 cm

0946 **Polycanvas (600D) backpack**
Poly canvas (600D) backpack with front pocket with Velcro closing, mesh pocket with room for one bottle on the side, and a large zipped compartment.
Size: 3 × 12 × 43 cm

7951 **Polyester (600D) backpack**
Polyester (600D) backpack with a zippered front pocket, mesh side pocket and opening for headphones. With padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 5 × 26 × 14 cm
9166 Polyester (1680D) backpack
Polyester (1680D) backpack with two front pockets, and side pockets. The shoulder straps are padded and adjustable.
Size: 3 × 9 × 45 cm

7398 Polyester (1680D) backpack
Polyester (1680D) laptop backpack with padded laptop compartment (15 inch) with padded and zippered front pocket.
Size: 32 × 11 × 46 cm
9383 GETBAG polyester (1680D) backpack
GETBAG polyester (1680D) backpack with main zippered compartment, zippered exterior pocket and pouch. Including padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 28 × 15 × 41 cm

7940 Polyester (600D) backpack
Polyester (600D) backpack with various storage compartments, a zippered front pocket, and padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 3 × 11 × 42 cm
3576 Polyester (600D) backpack
Polyester (600D) backpack with zippered front pocket, two mesh side pockets, and adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 3 × 18 × 41 cm
8849 Polyester (300D + 210D) backpack
Polyester (300D + 210D) backpack with adjustable and padded shoulder straps and back. Large main compartment, front pocket and mesh side pocket. The backpack has a COB light with two colour settings: white and blinking red. Batteries included.
Size: 37 × 13 × 46 cm

5622 Ripstop (210D) backpack
Ripstop (210D) explorer backpack with two large, zippered compartments and two side pockets.
Size: 31.5 × 15.5 × 43 cm
8996 PVC backpack
PVC backpack with two main compartments, including a compartment suitable for a laptop (15 inch). The backpack has an anti-theft back pocket and two zippered pockets in the front. With padded, adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 3 × 12 × 47 cm

8552 PVC backpack
PVC (600D + 300D) anti-theft backpack with adjustable and padded shoulder straps, as well as a padded back. Large main compartment with a zipper and padded laptop compartment (15 inch). USB port on the exterior, with a cable on the interior.
Size: 29 × 13 × 46 cm
7879 Polyester (600D) backpack

Polyester (600D) anti-theft backpack, with PVC backing. The backpack has a laptop compartment (13 inch), multiple interior pockets including a front pocket with zipper, and a USB port at the side with a cable on the inside.

Size: 26 × 13 × 42 cm
9154 **PU backpack**
Pu (600D) backpack with pockets at the front, side pocket insulated with aluminium, and on the interior a padded laptop compartment (15 inch). Padded back and padded and adjustable shoulder straps. Special weight reduction feature and USB port and cable.
Size: 3 × 17,8 × 5 cm
8456 **PVC laptop backpack**
PVC laptop backpack for a 15 inch laptop. The main compartment has a padded pocket for a laptop and interior pockets, as well as a pocket with zipper on the front. The bag has two adjustable shoulder straps and a handle.
Size: 33 × 13 × 49 cm

9155 **Nylon (1200D) backpack**
Nylon (1200D) backpack with interior pockets, including padded laptop compartment (15 inch). Padded back and padded and adjustable shoulder straps. Three-digit combination lock, USB port and cable, reflective stripe, and special weight reduction feature.
Size: 3 × 17 × 45 cm
9167 Polyester (300D) backpack
Polyester (300D) backpack, with main compartment, front pocket, and interior pocket. The shoulder straps are adjustable.
Size: 32,2 × 9,6 × 44,6 cm

9169 Polyester (300D) laptop bag
Polyester (300D) laptop bag, with main compartment suitable for a 15 inch laptop, and two front pockets. The shoulder strap is adjustable.
Size: 4 × 1 × 3 cm

9170 Polyester (210D) backpack
Polyester (300D + 210D) backpack with zippered front pocket. The flap closes with two metal buckles. The back is padded. The shoulder straps are padded and adjustable.
Size: 26,5 × 16 × 4 cm
9176 Polyester (600D) backpack
Polyester (600D + 300D) backpack with zippered front pocket and adjustable shoulder straps. Including USB port at the side.
Size: 26 × 1 × 4 cm

9185 Polyester (600D) backpack
Polyester (600D) backpack with zippered front pocket. Adjustable and padded shoulder straps.
Size: 3 × 11 × 45 cm

9186 Polyester (600D) sports bag
Polyester (600D) sports bag with large main compartment and zippered pocket on the side. Carry handles and adjustable shoulder straps. Including PE board at the bottom.
Size: 65 × 29 × 34 cm
**8493 Polyester (600D) backpack**
Polyester (600D) backpack with a large compartment and front pocket, both with zipper. Including a PU label on the front.
Size: 30,5 × 10,1 × 41,3 cm

**8492 Polyester (600D) duffle bag**
Polyester (600D) duffle bag with zipper closing. The interior pocket also has a zipper. Carry handles and adjustable carry strap. Including PU label.
Size: 5 × 25 × 26,5 cm
8490 **Polyester (600D) backpack**
Polyester (600D) backpack with RFID blocker. The front pocket and main compartment have a zipper and several pockets in the interior, with a compartment for a laptop (14 inch). Also has a mesh outer pocket at the side. The straps are padded and adjustable.
Size: 44,5 × 29 × 14 cm

8491 **Polyester (600D) sports bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with RFID protection. The large compartment has a zipper and an interior pocket with zipper. With carry handles and adjustable carry strap.
Size: 62 × 29 × 26 cm
5568 Polyester (600D) beach bag
Polyester (600D) beach bag with rope handles and zipper.
Size: 4 × 23 × 38 cm

7857 Cotton beach bag
Cotton beach bag with rope handles and magnetic button.
Size: 59 × 19 × 37 cm
4154 **Metal bag hook**
Foldable metal bag hook in a gift box.
Size: Ø 0,8 × 4,5 cm

9265 **Pongee (75D) cooler bag**
Pongee (75D) cooler bag with PEVA interior lining. A large main compartment and front pocket with zipper.
Size: 3 × 15 × 32 cm

7953 **Polyester (600D) beach bag**
Polyester (600D) beach bag with zipper and front pocket with zipper.
Size: 31 × 12,7 × 36 cm
8994 **Nonwoven (100 gr/m²) cooler bag**
Nonwoven (100 gr/m²) laminated lunch bag, looks like a brown paper bag. The interior is lined with aluminium foil so it functions as a cooler bag.
Size: 19,1 × 10,9 × 26,3 cm

3609 **Polyester (420D) cooler/lunch bag**
Polyester (420D) lunch bag with Velcro closing. The interior is lined with aluminium so it functions as a cooler bag.
Size: 27 × 12 × 18 cm

2128 **Plastic lunchbox in cooler bag**
Polyester (420D) cooler bag (420D), with zipper and carry handle. Including a white, transparent lunchbox with two compartments, coloured lid, knife, and fork.
Size: 25 × 18 × 7 cm
3604 Polyester (420D) cooler bag
Polyester (420D) cooler bag with space for six cans and zipper.
Size: 21 × 15 × 12.5 cm

3656 Nonwoven (80 gr/m²) cooler bag
Nonwoven (80gr/m²) cooler bag with space for six cans.
Size: 2 × 13 × 13 cm

7651 Polyester (210D) cooler bag
Polyester (210D) cooler bag with aluminium foil lining and zipper.
Size: 19.5 × 15 × 14 cm
9171 **Polyester (600D) cooler bag**
Polyester (600D) cooler bag with PEVA lining on the interior. Open front pocket. The strap is adjustable.
Size: 38 × 21 × 22 cm

9274 **Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag**
Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag with PEVA interior lining and zipper.
Size: 29 × 11 × 21,2 cm
Eco cooler bags on page 44 - 45.
9272 **Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag**
Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag with PEVA interior lining. Main compartment with zipper, fits six soda cans. The strap is adjustable.
Size: 24 × 16,5 × 20,5 cm

8836 **PU cooler bag**
PU cooler bag with front pocket with zipper and netted compartments on either side. The interior is lined with white cooler foil. The bag has an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 22,5 × 14 × 22 cm

7942 **Polyester (210D) cooler bag**
Polyester (210D) cooler bag with separate cooling compartment at the bottom and mesh compartment on the side.
Size: 25,5 × 18,5 × 23,5 cm
7504 Polyester (420D) cooler bag
Polyester (420D) cooler bag for six 1.5 litre bottles.
Size: 28 × 18 × 35 cm

9266 Polyester (600D) cooler backpack
Polyester (600D) cooler backpack with PEVA interior lining. A main compartment and an exterior compartment for a bottle. Adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 29 × 15 × 43 cm
3764 Polyester (600D) cooler bag
Polyester (600D) cooling bag with a front pocket with Velcro closing, one large compartment, a carry handle, and a adjustable carry strap. Size: 30,5 × 15 × 22 cm

3637 Polyester (600D) cooler bag
Polyester (600D) cooler bag with a zippered front pocket, two mesh side pockets, large compartment, and an adjustable carry strap. Size: 27 × 7 × 21 cm

9173 Polyester (600D) cooler bag
Polyester (600D) cooler bag with PEVA lining on the interior. Extra compartment on top of the lid. The strap is adjustable. Size: 26 × 26 × 17,5 cm
7654 **Polyester (420D) cooler bag**
Polyester (420D) cooler bag with front pocket with flap.
Size: 30 × 15 × 23 cm

7655 **Polyester (600D) cooler bag**
Polyester (600D) rectangular cooler bag with extra front pocket with zipper and mesh pockets on both sides.
Size: 30 × 20,5 × 27,5 cm
9270 **Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag**
Polycanvas (600D) cooler bag with PEVA interior lining and adjustable straps.
Size: 41 × 26 × 3 cm

8497 **Tarpauling cooler bag**
Tarpaulin (40C) cooler bag with PVC interior. The bag has long handles as well as an adjustable carry strap. The zipper at the top is watertight.
Size: 33 × 2 × 37 cm

8648 **PU cooler bag**
PU cooler bag with large compartment and a front pocket with zipper. The bag has an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 41 × 32 × 5 cm
752 Polyester (420D) cooler bag
Polyester (420D) cooler bag with aluminium lining, a front pocket, and adjustable carry strap.
Size: 36 × 19 × 17 cm

0935 Polyester (600D) cooler bag
Polyester (600D) cooler bag with a front zipped pocket, a larger zippered compartment in dobby material (420D), side mesh pockets, and an elastic cord on the top lid.
Size: 34 × 21 × 29,5 cm
2645 **Polyester (600D) picnic rucksack**
Polyester (600D) 26-piece picnic rucksack with plastic cutlery for four people.
Size: 27 × 20,5 × 4 cm

9269 **Polycanvas (600D) picnic cooler bag**
Polycanvas (600D) picnic cooler backpack with aluminium foil lining. One main compartment and one front pocket with cutlery, cups, and plates for two people. Adjustable shoulder straps.
Size: 25,5 × 12 × 35 cm
7609 **Polyester (600D) picnic rucksack**
Polyester (600D) picnic rucksack with plastic cutlery for four people and a large cooling compartment.
Size: 4 × 3 × 17 cm

7613 **Polyester (600D) picnic rucksack**
Polyester (600D) picnic rucksack with plastic cutlery for four people and a large cooling compartment. With an extra bottle holder and a set of salt and pepper shakers.
Size: 38 × 21 × 41 cm
7563 PVC cooler bag
PVC transparent cooler bag with each panel filled with silicone gel.
Size: 1 × 8,5 × 25,5 cm
8565 Polyester (210T) watertight bag
Polyester (210T) watertight bag with PVC phone pouch and plastic closure.
Size: 18 × 12 × 3 cm

1877 PVC watertight bag
PVC watertight beach/water bag. Should be filled with air in order for it to float in water.
Size: Ø 13.5 × 31 cm
6304 Polyester (600D) shopping bag
Polyester (600D) foldable shopping bag with zippered side pocket and aluminium frame.
Size: 47 × 28 × 29 cm
**7510 Polyester (320-330 gr/m²) shopping basket.**
Polyester (320-330 gr/m²) collapsible, cooler shopping basket, lined with foil on the inside. Aluminium frame and handles with EVA foam grip; can be closed at the top with a zipper.
Size: 45 × 26 × 24 cm

**3575 Polyester (210D) trolley shopping bag**
Polyester (210D) trolley shopping bag with plastic handles and two plastic shopping cart coins which are supplied in the internal pocket.
Size: 32 × 46 × 35 cm

**7508 Polyester (320-330 gr/m²) shopping basket.**
Polyester (320-330 gr/m²) collapsible shopping basket, with an aluminium frame and handles with EVA foam grip; can be closed at the top with a zipper.
Size: 48 × 27,5 × 25 cm
5668 **Polyester (600D) waist bag**
Polyester (600D) waist bag with five zippered pockets and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 3 × 11 × 11,5 cm

1838 **Neoprene waist bag**
Neoprene, zippered waist bag with adjustable rubber band at both sides (2 × 27 cm) and black plastic closure. The inside of the bag is coated to make it water resistant.
Size: 19 × 0,5 × 5 cm

8458 **Oxford fabric waist bag**
Oxford fabric (600D) waist bag with zippered pocket at the front and back and an adjustable strap.
Size: 35 × 9 × 8 cm
9348 Polyester (300D) waist bag
Polyester (300D) waist bag with adjustable waist band. The bag has a zippered main compartment and a zippered front pocket.
Size: 14 × 29 × 0.6 cm

8200 Polyester lycra (220 gr/m²) waist bag
Polyester water resistant waist bag with adjustable elastic band. Maximum size: 97 cm.
Size: 21.2 × 1.2 × 5 cm

9340 Polyester (600D) waist bag
Polyester (600D) waist bag with one front pocket and one small pocket on the backside. Both pockets can be closed by a zipper. With black adjustable strap with firm buckle closure.
Size: 38.5 × 16 × 7 cm
Professional and prepared for your next conference.

9100 **Nylon (70D) document bag**
A4 Nylon (70D) document bag with a zippered pocket.
Size: 36 × 26 × 0,2 cm

5235 **Polyester (600D) conference bag**
Polyester (600D) conference bag with handle and zippered front pocket.
Size: 39,2 × 30 × 0,2 cm
Clear bags to show off leaflets and catalogues.

6622 **PP bag**
Polypropylene promotional/exhibition bag. Suitable for A5 booklets and leaflets.  
Size: 19,8 × 8 × 29,5 cm

6623 **PP bag**
Polypropylene promotional/exhibition bag. Suitable for A4 booklets and leaflets.  
Size: 25,8 × 1 × 5 cm
6119 Microfibre laptop bag
Microfibre (1680D) laptop bag (15 inch) with exterior zippered pocket, two interior pockets and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 37.5 × 9.5 × 28.5 cm

2140 Polycanvas (600D) laptop bag
Poly canvas (600D) laptop bag (13.3”) suitable for a tablet or small laptop, with a pocket in the front with Velcro closing, and a large zippered compartment.
Size: 33 × 23 × 4.2 cm
6157 Polyester (600D) shoulder bag
Polyester (600D) shoulder bag with two zippered compartments and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 36,5 × 7 × 29 cm

6141 Polyester (600D) document bag
Polyester (600D) document bag with a zippered compartment and two short handles.
Size: 35,5 × 9 × 26 cm

8774 Polycanvas (600D) laptop bag
Polycanvas (600D) conference and laptop bag with main compartment and zippered front pocket. The main compartment is divided in two by a padded separator and has four smaller pockets inside. Fits a 13 inch laptop. With aluminium handles.
Size: 34 × 4,5 × 31 cm
6209 **Polyester (1680D) laptop bag**
Polyester (1680D) laptop/document bag (14 inch) with rubber handles and PVC backing, can also be used as a backpack.
Size: 37,5 × 8 × 32 cm

3560 **Polyester (600D) laptop bag**
Polyester (600D) laptop bag, with a front zippered pocket, large zippered and padded compartment (14 inch), including a pocket with Velcro closing, two small carry handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 40 × 31 × 3 cm

7669 **PVC sports bag**
PVC sports bag with a reinforced bottom plate, two carry handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 45 × 17 × 29,5 cm

Back to business.
7221 **Leather Charles Dickens® briefcase**

Charles Dickens® leather briefcase with three main interior pockets, adjustable carrying belt and closing with lock. Delivered in a luxurious gift box, suitable for a 15,6 inch laptop.

Size: 40,2 × 31 × 14,5 cm
Polyester (600D) sports bag
Polyester (600D) sports bag with various zippered compartments and a reflective stripe. With adjustable carry strap.
Size: 55 × 24 × 26 cm

Polyester (600D) sports bag
Polyester (600D) sports bag with front zipped pocket and a mesh pocket on both sides. Adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 51 × 2 × 26 cm
3572  **Polyester (600D) sports bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with zippered external pocket and main zippered compartment.
Size: 56 × 25 × 28 cm

0933  **Polyester (600D) travel bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with a front zippered pocket, a side pocket for a bottle, a side pocket for a headset, and one large zipped compartment (bottle not included).
Size: 56 × 26 × 31 cm
5688 **Polyester (600D) Sports Bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with front zipped pocket and adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 60 × 30 × 27,5 cm

The bag that helps you achieve your goals.
**7658 Polyester (600D) sports bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with big compartment and a special compartment for shoes. Adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 52,4 × 26,6 × 30,2 cm

**7955 Polycanvas (600D) sports bag**
Poly canvas (600D) sports bag with open front compartment and adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 48,5 × 27 × 28,5 cm
444613 **Polyester (600D) sports bag**
Small polyester (600D) sports bag with one zippered pocket and a separate shoe compartment at the bottom. The bag has two handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 43 × 21 × 25 cm

5689 **Polyester (600D) sports bag**
Polyester (600D) sports bag with large front pocket, reflective stripes, and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 6 × 26 × 32,5 cm
6431 Polyester (600D) sports bag
Polyester (600D) sports bag with various compartments and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 49 × 34 × 38 cm
0929 Polyester (600D) bicycle cooler bag
Polyester (600D) bicycle cooler bag with PEVA lining and a PVC pocket on top. Includes a reflective strap, mesh pockets on both sides, and a large cooler to be closed by a zipper.
Size: 22 × 13 × 2,6 cm

433242 Polyester (600D) bicycle handle bar bag
Polyester (600D) and PVC bicycle handle bar bag with separate compartment on top for a mobile phone. The touch screen of the phone can still be used through the PVC cover. On one side there is an opening to pull the cable of earphones through.
Size: 19,5 × 10 × 9 cm

9165 Polyester (600D) bicycle bag
Polyester (600D) bicycle bag, attaches to the handlebar with metal ring and Velcro. The bag has a drawstring cover, carry handles, and a shoulder strap.
Size: 41,5 × 24,5 × 23 cm
More bicycle accessories on page 377.
6425 **Polyester (600D) toilet bag**
Polyester (600D) toilet bag with two zippered compartments and carrying strap.
Size: 23,5 × 8,5 × 14,5 cm

7727 **Polycanvas (300D) toiletbag**
Poly canvas (300D) toiletbag with zipper.
Size: 25 × 18 × 5 cm

6447 **PVC toilet bag**
PVC frosted toilet bag with integrated handle and zipper.
Size: 24,5 × 7 × 20,5 cm

6392 **Polyester (600D) toilet bag**
Polyester (600D) toilet bag with zipper.
Size: 22,5 × 6 × 14 cm
Take the comfort of home with you.

6427 Polyester (600D) toiletry bag
Polyester (600D) travel/toiletry bag, with various compartments.
Size: 2 × 1 × 15 cm
Polyester (600D) cooler trolley
Polyester (600D) cooler trolley bag with extendable handle and two wheels. The trolley has a large main compartment and exterior pockets on the front and the sides.
Size: 39 × 29 × 22 cm

Polyester (320–330 gr/m²) cooler, shopping trolley
Polyester (320–330 gr/m²) cooler, shopping trolley with aluminium frame and an EVA foam grip. Self-assembly.
Size: 34 × 27 × 98 cm
9327 **Polyester (600D) trolley**
Polyester (600D) foldable travel trolley with extendable grip.
Size: $35.5 \times 15.2 \times 46.5$ cm
5392 PC and ABS trolley

PC/ABS hard case trolley with four wheels, extendable handle, and integrated number lock. Includes metal plate for engraving purposes.

Size: 46 × 36 × 22 cm
5393 **Trolley with four spinner wheels.**
ABS hard case trolley with four wheels, extendable handle, and integrated number lock. Includes metal plate for engraving purposes.
Size: 35,5 × 24 × 53 cm

6449 **PEVA garment bag**
PEVA garment bag with a zipper (approx. 72 cm) and a transparent window on the right side (approx. ø 8 cm). Clothes hanger not included.
Size: 89,6 × 59 × 0,5 cm
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